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REVIEW OF BRUCE A REACTOR
REGULATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE

A report prepared by PRIOR Data Sciences Ltd. under contract to the Atomic Energy Control
Board.

ABSTRACT

Each of the four reactor units at the Ontario Hydro Bruce A Nuclear Generating Station is
controlled by the Reactor Regulating System (RRS) software running on digital computers. This
research report presents an assessment of the quality and reliability of the RRS software based
on a review of the RRS design documentation, an analysis of certain Significant Event Reports
(SERs), and an examination of selected software changes.

We found that the RRS software requirements (i.e., what the software should do) were never
clearly documented, and that design documents, which should describe how the requirements are
implemented, are incomplete and inaccurate. Some RRS-related SERs (i.e., reports on
unexpected incidents relating to the reactor control) implied that there were faults in the RRS,
or that RRS changes should be made to help prevent certain unexpected events. The follow-up
investigations were generally poorly documented, and so it could not usually be determined that
problems were properly resolved. The Bruce A software change control procedures require
improvement. For the software changes examined, there was insufficient evidence provided by
Ontario Hydro that the required procedures regarding change approval, independent review,
documentation updates, and testing were followed.

Ontario Hydro relies on the expertise of their technical staff to modify the RRS software
correctly; they have confidence in the software code itself, even if the documentation is not up-
to-date. Ontario Hydro did not produce the documentation required for an independent formal
assessment of the reliability of the RRS.

RESUME

Chacun des quatre réacteurs de la centrale nucléaire Bruce A d'Ontario Hydro est contrôlé par
un système (logiciel) de régulation du réacteur (SRR) tournant sur des ordinateurs numériques.
Ce rapport de recherche présente une évaluation de la qualité et de la fiabilité du logiciel de
régulation du réacteur fondée sur une étude de la documentation technique du logiciel, une
analyse de certains rapports d'événements importants (REI) et un examen de certains
changements de logiciel.

Nous avons constaté que les exigences du logiciel de régulation du réacteur (c'est-à-dire ce que
doit faire le logiciel) n'ont jamais été documentées clairement, et que les documents techniques,
qui devraient décrire comment les exigences sont appliquées, sont incomplets et inexacts. Dans
certains REI liés au SRR (c'est-à-dire rapports sur des incidents imprévus qui ont trait au
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contrôle du réacteur), on a laissé entendre qu'il y avait des lacunes dans le SRR ou qu'il faudrait
le modifier pour aider à prévenir certains événements inattendus. Les enquêtes de suivi étaient
en général mal documentées, et c'est pourquoi on n'a pu habituellement déterminer si les
problèmes ont été réglés de la façon appropriée. Il faut améliorer les procédures de contrôle du
changement de logiciel à Bruce A. Dans le cas des changements de logiciel analysés, Ontario
Hydro n'a pas fourni suffisamment de preuves pour démontrer qu'on a suivi les procédures
requises portant sur l'approbation du changement, l'examen indépendant, les mises à jour des
documents et les essais.

Ontario Hydro compte sur les compétences spécialisées de son personnel technique pour modifier
correctement le logiciel SRR. Elle a confiance dans le code même du logiciel, même si la
documentation n'est pas à jour. Ontario Hydro n'a pas produit la documentation nécessaire pour
qu'on procède à une évaluation structurée indépendante de la fiabilité du SRR.

DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the statements made
or opinions expressed in this publication and neither the Board nor the author assumes liability
with respect to any damage or loss incurred as a result of the use made of the information
contained in this publication.
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REVIEW OF BRUCE-A REACTOR REGULATING SYSTEM SOFTWARE

1. INTRODUCTION

Each of the four reactor units at the Bruce-A Nuclear Generating Station is controlled by the
Reactor Regulating System (RRS) software running on digital computers. The RRS controls the
reactor power by monitoring field variables and manipulating control devices. Some of the
devices manipulated are valves to control the light water zone control absorbers levels, shutoff
rod withdrawal, mechanical control absorber rods and poison addition. Some of the field
variables monitored are the zone flux detectors (to measure zonal power levels), coolant channel
flow rates and temperatures, boiler pressure, boiler water level, and pump pressures. The RRS
controls the devices to provide the demanded power while keeping the reactor operating within
its design parameters.

1.1 Purpose

This document is the final report of the research project to review the Reactor Regulating System
(RRS) software of the Bruce Nuclear Generating Station 'A' (Bruce-A). It documents the
approach and methods used to study the RRS, presents the findings of this study, and makes
recommendations based on the findings.

1.2 Objectives uf this Study

The objective of this study is to provide an independent review of the RRS to give an indication
of its reliability in consideration of its operating history.

This is accomplished by evaluating the quality of the RRS design, and the reliability and safety
of the RRS software. The change procedures and testing procedures in-place at Bruce-A were
reviewed. An assessment of the resolution of Significant Event Reports (SERs) was made.
Software changes were studied to verify that they were done systematically, with the proper
technical reviews, approvals, documentation updates and testing.

This study provides a documented set of recommendations to improve the maintainability,
reliability, and safety of the system.

2. GENERAL APPROACH

We used generally accepted modern software practices as a guide to evaluating the RRS design
and software changes, taking into account the Bruce-A policies and procedures currently in-place.

In the review of the design documentation, we looked for an accurate description of the software
requirements (i.e., what the software is supposed to do), and then looked for the design
documents which describe how the requirements were implemented, and how they were allocated
to modules. Further, the software code itself (i.e., the instructions which the computer carries
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out) was checked to verify that the design was faithfully implemented.

In the analysis of the Significant Event Reports (SERs), we looked for the cause of the events,
for evidence that problems found were properly resolved, and for weaknesses in the design.

For the software changes examined, we reviewed the Software Change Procedures in-place at
Bruce-A, and looked for evidence that the procedures were followed. The testing of changes,
and the regression testing of all of the software are important in establishing confidence in the
RRS.

These tasks were done to assess the reliability and safety of the RRS software. Software
reliability is defined as the probability that the software will not cause the failure of the system
for a specified period of time under specified conditions. A failure is an event in which the
system does not perform a required function within specified limits (such as time limits). The
reliability of an existing software system with many years of operating history (with no changes
during that time) can be calculated simply. However, there are potential problems with using
such a simple calculation. Some failures may go undetected for years because their symptoms
are not obvious. Also, software faults may exist which have never manifested themselves
because the required conditions may not yet have happened. A fault is defined as a manifestation
of an error in the software (i.e., a bug) - if encountered, a fault may cause a failure. If some
non-software changes are made (e.g. replacing in-core flux detectors), the subtle differences may
trigger new software failures, and the reliability measure will change, even though the software
has not changed.

The study also addressed plant safety issues with respect to the history of reported significant
events and the software changes. Safety and reliability are not equivalent. Software safety is
concerned with reducing the probability the system could cause a mishap which may result in
loss of life or serious injury, or loss of property or mission failure. Building safety into software
means putting in the proper checks, and performing the safe action when something is out of
range (e.g., variable or parameter values, the state of an input device).

One site visit to Bruce-A was conducted in order to gain a better understanding of the software
change control process, the reported significant events, and the software design documents.

3. REVIEW OF RRS SOFTWARE

3.1 Study RRS Design Manuals

In this section, all the high level design manuals and one low level design manual for the Bruce-
A RRS software are reviewed. The quality assurance aspects of the documentation are discussed.
A brief overview of the roles and design of the various programs making up the RRS is also
provided.
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3.1.1 Approach

One of the more important quality factors for software is requirements traceability. This study
attempted to trace the software requirements to modules in the design. The results were
examined to see if this quality factor could be quantified (such as by the percent of total
requirements which can be traced). Ten requirements were verified for traceability.

Another measure of quality is completeness, e.g., are all inputs, outputs, and functions
unambiguously referenced, and fully defined? Are all defined functions used? Are all conditions
and processing defined for each decision point? Does the design agree with the requirements?
Does the code agree with the design?

The design documents should be consistent -- i.e., they should use a standard notation and
presentation; they should use terms and phrases consistently; calling sequences and error handling
conventions should be consistently followed; data representation, naming conventions for
variables, etc., should be standardized.

Other factors in assessing quality are: simplicity, modularity, testability and maintainability.
These quality factors are quantified, whenever possible.

A brief overview of the RRS design, describing the functions and interactions of the programs
of the RRS is presented.

3.1.2 Overview of the Design

Appendix E of this report presents the overview of the RRS design manuals and software. In
the process of reviewing the design documents and code, the following problems were found:

1) Bruce Program Rule (BPR) 3S and 3D have different names.
2) BPR-9S has no revision number.
3) BPR-5S, page 5, section 2.7.1 is missing a sentence. Also, the variable E,, is

mistakenly listed as coming from BPR-6S, when it really comes from BPR-2S.
4) BPR-6S lists the symbol "V" in the List of Symbols section, but the symbol is

not used within BPR-6S.
5) BPR-12S does not list any outputs, but BPR-2S indicates it gets the "stepback

called for" signal from BPR-12S.
6) BPR-4S does not list symbol PDL(Xi as being used, when in fact it is used for

control purposes. This contradicts BPR-2S which lists the symbol as only
being used for display.

7) Several routines were not described in the design documentation: "fast"
AOCHK, GETSBC, GETMSH, and MSHGOT.
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3.1.3 Evaluation uf Design Manuals

The Design Manual, Control Programs, 21-66700.1 [Réf. 12], (Control Programs for short)
appears to be a detailed design document for all the control programs, including the RRS. It is
dated 1975, and has not been updated since. For example, the FLUX MAPPING function, which
has been removed long ago, is still described in Control Programs. As well, as stated in Appendix
B, Traceability Exercise, the Control Programs document was found to be significantly out of
date with respect to the program source code (Ontario Hydro says the Control Programs manual
is not kept up to date and is only used for background information). Therefore, Control
Programs will be used herein only to get a general idea of the original design of the software
structure. Note that there appears to be no up-to-date document describing the overall software
design and interactions of the control programs.

The documentation received by us which is described as "a complete set of the current Program
Specifications" (for Revision 13 plus patches of the RRS software) is Ref. 22(g), and contains
the Design Manual, Reactor Regulating System, General 21-63710.1, Rev. 2, (RRS General for
short) which itself includes in its appendix II a set of Bruce Programming Rules (BPRs). Missing
is BPR-9D; it may not exist, but there is no way to confirm this.

Note that there is no reference within the RRS General document to any other higher level design
or requirements documents. It is assumed that the software requirements for the RRS are those
stated in this RRS General document.

The BPRs in appendix II of the RRS General document are stated to be "working documents
from which the computer control programs are prepared". In the absence of an up-to-date
Control Programs document, there is no document between the BPRs and the source code which
describes the decomposition of the functions into software modules or subroutines. The BPRs
contain detailed software requirements and some design information. Ontario Hydro says the
BPRs are kept up-to-date and used for software validation.

The source code itself refers to flowcharts (e.g., FLOWCHART FC-21N66737-1/1 in the Fast
RRS module); these flowcharts are very much out of date (Ontario Hydro says these flowcharts
are no longer kept up-to-date). However, there are Operational Flowsheets [Ref. 22(a)] which
give the control flow of the RRS modules. These flowsheets are not referenced from the code
but are referenced in Operating Manual BGA-OM-1234-60040 [Ref. 27]. Ontario Hydro says
the Operational Flowsheets are used primarily as a training aid for operators (and presumably not
as software design information).

There are several handwritten markups to the BPRs in the RRS General document which does
not inspire confidence in them. Furthermore, there is no way to be sure that the BPRs included
in appendix II are intended to be consistent with the body of the document, and intended to
represent Rev. 13 of the RRS plus patches, since the BPRs appear to be stand-alone documents
that get physically inserted into the appendix. The revision number of the RRS General document
is 2, whereas each individual BPR has its own revision number, and there is no indication of
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which pieces belong together.

Since any AECL or Ontario Hydro guidelines for the design of the RRS are no longer available,
we have used PRIOR's SQA procedures and checklists to review the RRS General and the
Control Programs design documents. It is understood that modern software engineering practices
were not in common use in the mid 1970s and we will not unnecessarily criticize the documents
because of this.

See Appendix A for PRIOR's procedures and checklists, and the Evaluation Records for the 2
selected documents (Control Programs and RRS General). The procedures and checklists were
applied against the documents and the results are listed in the Evaluation Records. Only the
comments relevant to a quality judgement based on the apparent practices in place circa 1975
will be addressed here. Since the Control Programs document is known to be out of date, it will
no longer be discussed in this section.

3.1.3.1 Traeeabilily

Traceability of software requirements to design and source code and test procedures is one of the
important measures of software quality today. The documentation of this traceability was not
common practice in 1975, and we have no evidence that such documentation was ever done.
This does not mean that software requirements were not implemented or tested, but only that it
is not easy to confirm that they were. It is outside the scope of this project to identify every
software requirement and trace them to the design, source code, and test procedures.

The In-service Report , BNGSA-IR-63710-2: DESIGN TESTING AND INSTALLATION OF
REV 12 - RRS, [Ref. 22(e)], page 11, states that "A comprehensive test was drawn up giving
various inputs and pre-calculated outputs for all routines in (RRS)... For each program rule, a test
was prepared...". This indicates the design and detailed requirements stated in the BPRs were
thoroughly tested; this is an important step in engineering quality in the RRS software. We do
not, however, have a copy of this comprehensive test for review, and cannot therefore confirm
its thoroughness. Note also that we do not have a similar In-service Report for Rev. 13 of the
RRS, the latest revision issued. Ontario Hydro says the test procedures for Rev. 13 were not
formally documented and no In-Service Report was ever created. Thus, it cannot be confirmed
that any testing for Rev. 13 was ever done, although Ontario Hydro says that formal testing was
performed on Rev. 13. The nature of the formal tests and how thorough these tests were cannot
be verified, as no test documentation appears to exist.

Note that according to present day software standards commonly used in safety critical systems
(such as military standard DOD-STD-2167A), formal testing requires a test specification which
states the methodology for each test with references to the software requirements. Also required
is a test procedure which lists the steps to be performed and the expected results for each test.
Finally, there would be documentary evidence showing the successful performance of the tests
according to the test procedure. As no test documentation or test results appear to exist for Rev.
13, it appears that "formal" testing as defined by Ontario Hydro is not the same as the formal
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testing defined in present day software standards.

A requirements traceability matrix is included in Appendix A as an example. Note that only 10
very high level requirements are listed here. A true traceability matrix would contain each and
every detailed software requirement. We do not intend to complete this matrix for this study.

In order to gain further insight into the degree of traceability that is present in the RRS
documentation and code, the traceability exercise presented in Appendix B was conducted. This
exercise extracted 10 software requirements from BPR-6S and attempted to trace the software
requirements to the code. It was found that only 4 out of the 10 software requirements were
traceable, indicating that traceability is less than required for proper .software maintenance.

3.1.3.2 Completeness and Consistency

The RRS General design document, including the BPRs, do not decompose functions into
subroutines, with input and output parameters. However, each BPR describes one function and
identifies the inputs and outputs to this function. One of the more recent BPRs, namely BPR-4S,
Rev. 16 dated "1990, August" fin Ref. 22(g)] was reviewed in detail for completeness and
consistency (BPR-4S is to be taken as a representative sample of a typical BPR specification).
Here are the findings.

The "SUMMARY OF INPUTS AND OUTPUTS" in section 3 was checked versus the detailed
function description in section 2.2. The following discrepancies were found:

(a) Section 2.2.1.9 uses the variable MRS1 while section 3, under Keyboard
entries, uses MSR1. One of these is wrong.

(b) Section 2.2.1.12 says "set MSR3=1" but MSR3 is not identified as a software
output in section 3, and is not used by this BPR itself. The purpose of this
variable is not known.

(c) Some messages within 2.2 are not listed in section 3, e.g., 2.2.2 "The printout
shall identify which booster had a high outlet temperature". And 2.2.5 "send a
message 'Deaerator storage tank...' ".

(d) The Setback Flag, and the Setback Rate listed in section 3 under Software,
Outputs, are not mentioned directly in the algorithms within section 2.2.

(e) CPPF, used in section 2.2.1.13, is not explained anywhere, except that it is a
keyboard entry.

(f) Pln is used in 2.2.7(b), but there is no indication what this is or where it comes
from.
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(g) Section 3, under Software, Input - PjC lists 4 different phrases of explanation;
the meaning of this array of values is not clear.

(h) Table 1, and 2.2.1 use the phrases "instrumental channel powers", whereas
elsewhere it is called "instrumented channel powers".

Other incomplete specifications are:

(a) In several sections within 2.2, for example 2.2.1.13, it states "initiate a
setback". The software action for this is not explained anywhere. It is not clear
what the software should do.

(b) Section 2.2.1.14 states "set all parameters to their default values (see list of
symbols and parameter defaults)". It is not likely that all parameters in the
LIST OF SYMBOLS in section 4 are to be initialized; in any case, most of
them do not have a default value specified. This is very unclear.

(c) It is not at all clear why a new subsection number begins at 2.2.2 after 2.1.1.14.
It reads as though the algorithm merely continues on.

(d) Section 2.2.9 ends in "If Pm > 383". There is obviously something missing.

(e) Section 2.2.1.2 states "If PjAC; PLLN bad". It is not clear whether the semicolon
means "or", "and" or something else. The same ambiguity is in section 2.2.1.6.

(f) Section 2.2.1.3 states "Perform automatic Calibration Procedure..." This
procedure is not defined anywhere.

A check was made to verify that all setback conditions from Table 1 were properly specified in
the detailed algorithm in section 2.2. Most of the conditions could be identified in 2.2. The
following conditions from Table 1 could not easily be identified in the algorithm in 2.2:

1. High Instrument(ed) Channel Power
2. High Booster Coolant Delta T
3. Zone Controller Failure
7.2 High Zone Power
7.3 High Flux Tilt (a second condition in 2.2.7 c is not clearly this condition)

There should be a direct reference to table 1, or use of an identical condition description phrase
in section 2.2 in order to confirm that all conditions are implemented. Note that details of the
meanings of the conditions are only available in section 2.2.

In conclusion, BPR-4S requires much improvement to make it complete and consistent. Without
the improvements, modifications to the software would be difficult and error prone.
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3.1.3.3 Simplicity, Modularity, Testability

Since the design documents do not explicitly identify software modules, one needs to look at the
code to determine modularity. BPR-4S was selected as a representative sample of a typical BPR
specification. The BPR-4S specifies the rules for the setback monitor which is part of the "slow"
RRS routines. An examination of SLORRS.ASP [Ref. 21] reveals that the setback monitor is
broken down into one mainline routine (RSEB) which calls nine subroutines corresponding to
the nine setback conditions specified in BPR-4S.

Simplicity of the design structure is based on the following factors:

top down design
no duplicate functions
independence of modules
module processing not dependent on prior processing
module descriptions include input, output, and processing limitations
each module has a single entrance and exit
no global data

The code for the setback monitor appears to be designed in a top down fashion, with the mainline
routine responsible for invoking each of the nine setback subroutines. The setback subroutines
may also call some utility subroutines as well. Each setback subroutine is responsible for
determining if a setback is required based on a single setback condition. There appears to be no
duplicate functions in the setback monitor code. The modules are reasonably independent and
no one module appears to depend on the processing being done in another module in a particular
order. The module descriptions (i.e., comments) do not indicate what input, output, and
processing limitations are applicable, although a short description of the purpose of the module
is included. All modules have a single entrance and exit, although one of the utility subroutines
(CHK411) has an unusual manner of exiting (it modifies the return address depending on whether
the current zone is 4 or 11). The code which calls CHK411 is not commented to indicate that
the return from CHK411 subroutine may not always be to the next instruction following the call
statement, but may skip this instruction if the current zone is 4 or 11. This is not good coding
practice and can cause problems in debugging and maintenance, since it is not expected that
CHK411 will modify the return address. Global data is used in many modules (this is probably
unavoidable due to the architecture of the Varian computer). Simplicity appears to be good for
the setback monitor code (with the exception of CHK411 routine) with better commenting
required in some areas.

Modularity is based on the following factors:

hierarchical structure
modules do not exceed standard module length
module represents one function
controlling parameters defined by calling module
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input data controlled by calling module
output data provided to each calling module
modules do not share temporary storage

The setback monitor modules are arranged in a hierarchical fashion. The majority of the setback
subroutines are fairly short (less than 60 lines of code plus comments) with the exception of the
HICHPO routine which is 414 lines of code plus comments. All modules represent one general
function (e.g., a setback condition), but a module like HICHPO could be broken down into series
of more manageable subroutines. The setback subroutines do not get called with any input
parameters from the mainline routine, RSEB. All the setback subroutines return a status in a
register, which RSEB uses to initiate the setback. The modules do not appear to share any
temporary storage. Modularity is good in most of the setback monitor code, with the exception
of the HICHPO subroutine which is very large in size.

Testability is defined as the ability to test that each requirement in the requirements specification
(in this case BPR-4S) is met by the coded software. The layout of the BPR-4S does not indicate
which requirement belongs to which setback subroutine. Although most of the requirements of
BPR-4S look quite testable, in actual fact it is quite difficult to locate where each requirement
is implemented in the code. Because of the manner in which BPR-4S is laid out, the testability
is not very good.

3.1.3.4 Maintainability

Maintainability depends largely on the quality factors of traceability, completeness, consistency,
simplicity, modularity and testability. The maintainer needs to be able to fully understand the
software before it can be changed.

Because of the poor traceability, completeness, consistency, and testability, the maintainability
of the code is poor. Improving upon the deficient quality factors is required in order to improve
maintainability.

3.2 Analyze Significant Event Reports (SERs)

The Significant Event Reports that ore pertinent to the Bruce-A RRS are reviewed in this section.
Reliability of the software and implications on safety are discussed as well.

3.2.1 Approach

A detailed analysis was performed on the reported significant events for the RRS. The
significant events were sorted by type, cause, etc., and examined to see whether it was possible
to plot the data over time to show trends. Such statistics can be used to produce certain measures
of historical reliability, though the reliability trends may not continue, since software changes and
even field device upgrades may affect reliability of the software.
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The IEEE Standard Dictionary of Measures to Produce Reliable Software, IEEE Std. 982.1-1988
[Ref. 33] was used as a guide in assessing reliability. It was attempted to derive reliability
measures from the reported significant events. Reliability measures include such things as mean-
time-to-failure, failure rate, number of remaining faults, system operational availability, etc.

The reliability of software is dependent on both the number of remaining faults and the
distribution of inputs and conditions to which the software is exposed in operation. In theory,
the reliability increases when the number of software faults are reduced (in practice, often the
process of removing a software fault introduces additional faults). Software reliability is closely
related to software quality, and some of the measures used are the same - for example,
Cyclomatic Complexity Metric, Requirements Traceability, Simplicity, and Completeness.

Selected significant event reports were used to attempt to trace the logic in the RRS from the
cause of the event to the effect (finding bugs in software is often difficult even if one can use
a good debugger and hardware emulators; without these tools and using only the design
documents and source code, it is not always possible to locate the cause of the problems). In the
process of ti'ying to trace an event through the softwai'e, estimates of quality and reliability were
further refined.

The significant events were traced through to the software and any potential hazards found were
documented. Recommendations were made to avoid or minimize the effects of any potential
hazard.

The review of the significant event reports contributed to the quality, reliability and plant safety
conclusions.

3.2.2 SER Analysis, Reliability Measures, Trends

Appendix C contains the summary of the analysis of the SERs. Of the 30 SERs examined, only
the following 8 were found to be related to the RRS Software:

- SER-82-9 caused by bad patches in RRS code
- SER-82-10 caused by bad patches in RRS code (same patches as in SER-82-9)
- SER-84-57 caused by other factors, RRS spread check on input values tightened
- SER-86-55 caused by other factors, RRS possibly should have prevented stepback
- SER-87-72 caused by other factors, incorrect generation of RRS alarm did not cause the
incident
- SER-89-30 caused by other factors, RRS design possibly incorrect
- SER-90-67 caused by other factors, RRS design possibly incorrect
- SER-92-110 caused by other factors, RRS design modification required

SER-82-9 and SER-82-10 were both caused by the same bad patches which actually caused the
incident. The bad patches were removed and replaced by a new patch, which was incorporated
into Revision 12 of the RRS Software.
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SER-84-57 was caused by a failure of a unity gain amplifier in the Analogue Input hardware.
The amplifier provided the zone 5-14 'B' flux detector readings. The spread check for the flux
detector readings was tightened for the RRS Software in Revision 13.

SER-86-55 was caused by dirty WIBA terminals on the Zone 2A signal (AF2A circuit).
Assuming that the Zone 2A signal is the flux detector signal (no documentation is available in
this study to show the AF2A circuit and what it controls), the RRS Software may have been able
to handle this situation better if the software did not allow or limited the power increase when
based on only one good detector reading.

SER-87-72 was not caused by the RRS Software, but during the incident it was discovered that
an RRS alarm was being "generated as a result of a software problem". A patch was apparently
put into the code to fix the alarm problem but no documentation could be found to confirm that
the fix was done.

SER-89-30 and SER-90-67 were initiated by other factors, and the RRS Software did not cause
the failure. However, the actions taken by the RRS Software during the incidents may have
contributed to other problems encountered while recovery was attempted. The design of the RRS
Software may be incorrect - it is beyond the scope of this study to determine if the RRS Software
design is incorrect. No documentation could be found to determine whether any patches were
generated from these two SERs or what the eventual outcome of the findings of the SER Follow-
up report produced.

SER-92-110 was caused by the temporary modification of the RRS Software, via a patch in a
data table to bypass the rationality check on the vertical ion chamber signals during startup from
over-poisoned guaranteed shutdown state (OPGSS). This patch, along with a bad amplifier board
and maintenance on Channel A caused two loss of regulation incidents. The RRS Software, as
designed, requires the rationality check to be in place in order for the subsequent logic to
function properly. The RRS Software should be redesigned so that it can handle the startup
conditions where low ion chamber signals are encountered, thus eliminating the need for patching
the software (temporarily patching the software as part of the startup procedure is unsafe and
error prone).

Referring to the IEEE Standard Dictionary of Measures [Ref. 33], section 4, the metrics for
measuring software reliability were considered. For most of the measures, information such as
the total number of faults, accurate MTBF in CPU cycles, etc., are required. In the case of the
RRS Software, only 8 out of the 30 SERs examined are related to the RRS Software. Of the 8
SERs, SER-82-9 and SER-82-10 caused the significant event (both were caused by the same fault
and were on Revision 11 of the RRS Software), and SER-84-57 was initiated by a hardware
failure with the RRS Software likely contributing to the loss of regulation. The other five SERs
were not caused by RRS Software. It is not known what other problems were encountered with
the RRS Software that did not result in an SER. Not knowing the total number of faults, etc.,
and given the small number of samples, the measures described in the IEEE Standard Dictionary
of Measures will not give any reliable or useful data. For this reason, numerical measures based
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on the SERs are not presented.

In the area of trends, a plot of the opening of the SERs related to the RRS Software and the
"closing" of the SERs could be made (if we use the SER Follow-up report date as the closing
date). However, the SER Follow-up reports do not confirm the actual resolution of the RRS
problem in several cases (SER-87-72, SER-89-30 which has no SER Follow-up report, and SER-
90-67), so it is somewhat questionable to assume the SER problem was resolved and closed by
using the SER Follow-up report date. For this reason, no trend analysis and plotting can be done.

3.2.3 Tracing Cause and Effect for SERs

3.2.3.1 SER-82-9 and SER-82-10

The SER-82-9 and SER-82-10 are the only two SERs in which the RRS was directly responsible
for the significant event. The version of RRS Software in use at the time was Revision 11. The
available documentation for RRS Software is at Revision 13, making it impossible to trace the
code. Bad patches installed in the code caused the event. This implies that the software changes
were not correctly done, the review of the changes was not thorough, and the tests of the changed
software were insufficient. The software change control procedures at the time (Operating
Manual 66400-5) called for testing with the simulator only if the "logic change require extensive
testing/simulation". Otherwise, the change is loaded into DCC 'X' and operation is verified. No
results of testing are available so it is not known what sort of testing (if any) was actually done
at the time. Current Ontario Hydro change procedures (BGA-STPR-2.2.25-1) call for pre-
operational testing followed by operational testing for most changes (no pre-operational testing
is required for class 3 changes according to BGA-STPR-2.2.25-1), so it is conceivable that this
problem might happen again if the testing is not thorough.

3.2.3.2 SER-84-57

SER-84-57 occurred when the unity gain amplifier for the Analogue Input hardware failed
causing the zone 5 - 1 4 'B' flux detector readings to fluctuate. The spread check on these flux
detector readings for the RRS Software was tightened in Revision 13. According to BPR-1S
[Ref. 22(g)], the flux detector readings are used to calculate the Log Reactor Power, PL(Xi, which
in turn is used to by the Setpoint program in BPR-2S [Ref. 22(g)] to calculate Reactor Power
Error, Ep. The Reactor Power Error is used in controlling the valve lift for the Light Water Zone
Control in BPR-3S [Ref. 22(g)]. Any erroneous values of flux detector readings can cause the
RRS to incorrectly set the light water levels causing a loss of regulation. Tightening the spread
check on the flux detector readings should help filter out erroneous readings and possibly prevent
a similar incident from happening again.

3.2.3.3 SER-86-55

In SER-86-55, the RRS Zone 2A signal was erratic when the WIBA in DCC 'Y' was being
shorted and pulled causing reactor power to increase and a stepback on high Lin N.
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Subsequently, the problem was attributed to dirty WIBA terminals and the terminals were
replaced. Not enough information is in the SER or the available documentation for this study
to indicate what the WIBA terminals are connected to and how it affects the RRS.

Assuming that the Zone 2A signal refers to the flux detector Zone 2 'A' signal, the RRS will
discard a bad flux detector reading if the other flux detector in the same zone is good, according
to BPR-1S [Ref. 22(g)]. The RRS will then use the one good detector reading for calculations
(no spread check is done, since the spread check only applies when both detector signals are
good). In this case, it is likely that the 2A detector signal was treated as being bad by the RRS
when the WIBA was being shorted. The 2B signal was probably good but reading a bit lower
than the 2A signal (probably within the spread check range of 5% of a good 2A signal). By
using the lower 2B signal, the RRS would attempt to increase the power. Insufficient
information is available to determine if the scenario just described would cause the stepback.
However, it is worth investigating whether the RRS Software could be changed to better handle
situations where only one good detector is available (perhaps not allow or limit power increases
based on the one good detector reading?)

3.2.3.4 SER-87-72

For SER-87-72, an attempt was made to trace the cause to the effect. No information in BPR-4S
[Ref. 22(g)] for the Reactor Power Setbacks indicate when or what alarms are generated. An
examination of the code for SLORRS.ISS [Ref. 21] indicates that the alarm that was generated
is produced by the Setback Monitor at line 2938. According to the code, the alarm is generated
when the Linear Reactor Power, PL!N, is either irrational or less than 10% F.P. The variable PLDs,
is calculated by the Reactor Power Measurement and Calibration Routine (described in BPR-1S
[Ref. 2~(g)]). There are no initialization defaults specified for any of the variables that are used
in calculating PL1N. From the information presented in the BPR documents and the code, it is not
possible to determine which variable(s) used to calculate PLIN, is/are causing the problem.

No documentation was found to indicate that this SER was satisfactorily resolved with respect
to the RRS alarm. Ontario Hydro says the resolution of the RRS alarm problem has not been
done yet and is currently in the backlog of RRS jobs (the RRS alarm problem was discovered
in 1987).

3.2.3.5 SER-89-30

For SER-S9-30, the bank 1 shutoff rods dropped into the core while a Single Channel Trip Test
was being performed on Channel E. During booster recovery, two Control Absorbers were
inserted at the same time boosters were inserted. The SER attributed this condition to the power
error crossing the +3% switching line for Control Absorber insertion. No SER Follow-up report
is available for this SER to confirm the SER findings. An examination of the BPR-6S [Ref.
22(g)J for Mechanical Control Absorbers indicate that Control Absorbers are inserted when the
following conditions are met:
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(E,, >3%) OR (Ep >-4%) AND (LEVAV > 0.8)

where E,. is the Power Error and LEVAV is the Average Light Water Level (no units are given
in the BPR-6S). An examination of BPR-5S [Ref. 22(g)] for Boosters reveal that the boosters
can be inserted if the following conditions are met:

(E,, <-4%) OR (E,. <4%) AND (LEVAV<0.15)

As most of the boosters were already driven in before the incident occurred, the other conditions
that inhibit booster IN drive in BPR-5S are assumed to be not applicable.

As can be seen from the two sets of conditions above, there is a "window" in which both Control
Absorbers and Boosters are allowed to drive in, i.e., when:

(3% < E,, < 4%) AND ( LEVAV < 0.15)

Thus, when the Power Error is between 3% and 4% and the Average Light Water Level is less
than 0.15, then Control Absorbers and Boosters can both be driven in at the same time
(providing, of course, that all other qualifying conditions for IN drive are met as well). The SER
does not give enough information to confirm that this was indeed the case, but the design of the
Program Rules for Control Absorbers and Boosters should probably be re-examined to see if the
occurrence of this condition is truly desired. No SER Follow-up Report was available, so it is
not known if this incident was ever resolved satisfactorily. Ontario Hydro says boosters are now
physically locked out and no longer used, so a re-occurrence of this incident is unlikely.

3.2.3.6 SER-90-67

This SER incident had the reactor performing a stepback. About 3 minutes after stepback began,
the Demand Power Setpoint was noticed to be 79% when in fact the actual power was at 53%
(the setpoint should have been updated to be within the deviation limit for 53%). The SER
Follow-up report attributed this to the FSTRRS portion of the setpoint program detecting the
stepback and setting up for ALTERNATE mode, causing the SLORRS portion of the setpoint
program to not run the code which updates the setpoint value. The reactor was in ALTERNATE
mode at 79% R.P. prior to the event.

An examination of BPR-2S [Ref. 22(g)] for Reactor Power Setpoint Calculation (fast program)
indicates the Demand Power, PDLOa, and the Set Power -in Alternate Mode, PSA, are set by the
deviation limiter to be about 6% above the Average Reactor Flux Power, PL(Xi, when stepback
is in progress. The BPR-2S does not agree with the conclusions drawn by the SER Follow-up
report that the manual power setpoint is only updated by the slow program. The fast program
should have updated the demand power setpoint when stepback occurred. In ALTERNATE
mode, the slow program values of PI)UXi and PSA are apparently updated by the fast program
when a stepback has occurred.
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The code was examined next to see if the demand power setpoint is indeed updated when the fast
program detects a stepback is in progress. The code for both the fast and slow portions, RSP1
and RSP2 [Ref. 21, .iss for both] state that the logic conforms to BPR-2 Rev 12 (amended). The
current available documentation for BPR-2S is Revision 14A, so there may be some discrepancies
between the BPR and the code.

At lines 774 to 778 of RSP1, the variable, "$PSM", which is defined as the hold power setpoint
and which is PSA in the BPR-2S, is limited after a stepback is detected. Then alternate mode is
set. It appears that the code does update the demand power setpoint in the fast program.

The slow program code, RSP2, does set the "$PSM" variable to Pi)UXi when a stepback is in
progress (lines 1616, 1617), but this code is not executed when in ALTERNATE mode. Thus,
the fast program is supposed to update the variables, and not the slow program as stated in the
SER Follow-up report.

The SER Follow-up report does not indicate whether this problem with the RRS Software was
ever resolved satisfactorily. As to why the demand power setpoint was not updated during the
SER incident, it is not possible to tell without the use of a simulator/debugger to trace the
execution path of the software.

3.2.3.7 SER-92-110

In this SER, two loss of regulation incidents were caused by a bad Channel B vertical ion
chamber amplifier, maintenance on Channel A ion chamber, and a temporary patch to a data
table to bypass the rationality check in the RRS Software. The temporary patch was left in too
long and should have been removed before maintenance work commenced on Channel A.

The design of the RRS Software requires the rationality check to be in place in order for the
median select logic (which selects the middle value of the three vertical ion chamber signals to
be the measured Log N power) to function properly. The design in BPR-IS [Ref. 22(g)] calls
for any values which do not pass the rationality check to be rejected. If only one out of three
values is rejected, then the median value will be the higher of the remaining two. If two values
are rejected, then the RRS will be failed.

In the SER incident, the rationality check was bypassed. Thus, all values read are considered
good. Channel A vertical ion chamber signal was disconnected intentionally, causing the value
for this signal to be the lowest of the three values. As it-so happens, the channel B vertical ion
chamber signal was clamped to a fixed value about midway between the highest and lowest
values due to a hardware fault, leaving channel C as the only valid signal. However, because
the nationality check is no longer in place, the median select logic thinks all three signals are
good, so it selects the middle value, which happens to be the clamped channel B ion chamber
signal. As the reactor power increased the RRS saw only the channel B value, which was
unchanged, causing a loss of regulation. The RRS Software should be redesigned to
accommodate the startup conditions, thus eliminating the need to temporarily patch out the
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rationality check. This sort of temporary patching is unsafe and should be avoided.

3.2.3.8 Other SERs

In the SERs that were not directly related to the RRS Software, the resolution of some of the
SERs does not appear to be complete. For example, SER-84-8 indicates that certain data tables
were modified. However, there is no document trail to confirm that any tables were in fact
modified, and the SER does not name the tables which were modified. It is not possible in the
majority of SERs to confirm that any of the solutions stated were in fact implemented.

In SER-91-099, the SER Follow-up report suggested that it be possible to monitor control
parameters on a DCC before allowing it to take control. However, there is no way of knowing
if this was ever implemented; the SER does not point to any other documentation where the
suggestion is investigated and/or implemented.

SER-87-75 and SER-91-102 both require further investigation. These SERs pose questions which
are outside the scope of this study.

SER-84-30 and SER-91-099 both involved malfunctions in analogue output hardware. It is
conceivable that similar failures could occur in the analogue output hardware of the RRS and
perhaps cause undesired actions; this is a concern that should be addressed (perhaps better
protection against this kind of failure could be found?)

SER-85-108 and SER-89-093 both involved "core blast" or memory corruption caused by faulty
hardware within the Varian computer. Currently, there is no protection against "core blast". It
is conceivable that a similar incident could cause the RRS to behave in an unsafe manner. This
is a concern that should be addressed.

SER-85-118 pointed to problems with software change control. As the software change control
process is also the same for the RRS, it is a concern that such an incident could have involved
the RRS.

SER-86-16 and SER-89-011 both involved cases where human entered data were incorrect. In
SER-86-16, the data was entered into a program whose output was used in the RRS. In SER-89-
011, the data was entered directly into the Varian computer core memory. Human entered data
is used in the RRS and it should be addressed whether better protection could be found against
errors in human entered data.

3.3 Examine Selected Software Changes

AECB-selected software changes implemented in the Bruce-A RRS are reviewed in this section.
The quality assurance aspects of the documentation used, reliability of the modified software and
the implications on plant safety are also discussed.
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3.3.1 Approach

The selected software changes were examined and assessed for software quality, reliability and
safety resulting from each software modification.

The quality of the resultant software depends a lot on the process followed to make the change.
Thus, this study examined not only the changed design documents, but also the whole change
control process and the changed source code.

Normally, a software change request is documented and reviewed by technical personnel, and
authorized by the proper managers. A test procedure should be modified, or a new one designed,
which will verify the change. The design documents should be updated and independently
reviewed. The source code should be modified and unit tested and independently reviewed. The
identified test procedures should be performed and a report on the test made. As well, a full
system test, which may require modifications, should be performed and reported on. Note that
even trivial software changes could have unforeseen effects in unrelated software modules, so the
full system test is almost always mandatory.

This study audited the processes followed to ensure that the software changes will not reduce the
quality.

The actual design changes were examined carefully to ensure that reliability has not been
compromised. For example, the changes should be made such that consistency of notation and
presentation, data representation, and naming conventions are maintained. The changes were also
examined for possible new hazards that may have been introduced, or hazards that have been
mitigated by the changes. An assessment of the effect on plant safety was made for each change.

3.3.2 Ontario Hydro Software Change Control Policy and Procedure

The adequacy of the software change control procedures was evaluated with an examination of
a sample software change (Patch 6262, see section 3.3.3.2 for details about this patch) to verify
that the procedures were followed (the actual software changes for three patches and the effects
on the system are also examined in later sections). The Ontario Hydro software change control,
as applied to RRS Software, is governed by the following documents:

BRUCE NGS-A Operating Policies and Principles, Sections 63.13 and 63.14,
dated 1982 [Ref. 36]

BRUCE N.G.S. 'A' Station Policy, BGA-SP-2.2.025-9, Date: 89-08 [Ref. 22(c)|
BRUCE N.G.S. 'A' Station Procedure, BGA-STPR-2.2.25-1, Date: 89-11 [Ref. 22(c)]

3.3.2.1 BRUCE NGS-A Operating Policies and Principles

Only two sections of this document apply to the software change control:
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- section 63.13, Computer Memory Access

- section 63.14, Computer Program Changes

The two sections were reviewed and the following problems were noted:

63.13 Computer Memory Access

The statement, "Any access to the protected parts of the disc and core memory...", is a
very broad definition of instances requiring authorization. It is suspected that the
authorization is required for any write access, or access for the purpose of change, etc.,
by personnel.

63.14 Computer Program Changes

The statement, "...shall be verified and tested before making any changes...", does not
require the verification or tests to be successfully completed, only that they be completed
before installation. It is recommended that the wording be changed to say successfully
verified and tested.

3.3.2.2 BRUCE N.G.S. 'A' Station Policy, BGA-SP-2.2.025-9

The Station Policy was reviewed and the following problems were noted in these sections:

2.0 Governing Principle

The statement, "...using appropriate procedures ...", should point to where the procedures
are identified (such as section 6.0, References) or where they are found. References to
BRUCE N.G.S. 'A' QA Standards (e.g., in section 5.6) should be more specific: either
reference an actual document by name and include it in section 6.0, References, or define
what is meant by this phrase.

The directive, "...ensure that the design intent, integrity and quality of the entire software
package are maintained or improved.", does not provide any direction or reference to
direction on how to maintain or improve design, integrity and quality. A measurable,
objective statement will help put the message across.

3.1 Level of Complexity

The required "Quality assurance requirements to be levied at the outset and specified in
a QA" map could not be found in the lower tier document (Station Procedure, BGA-
STPR-2.2.25-1) nor in the evidence received as part of Patch 6262.

4.0 Exceptions
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The paragraph refers to the, "...same degree of quality assurance", if classification of
software changes is not used. The paragraph should indicate specifically what this means,
or refer to the document (e.g., Station Procedure) that will define this.

5.1 Approval

This section mandates, "All software changes will be treated as system changes and will
be subject to the Change Control procedure, unless specified otherwise in the Station
Procedure." The Station Procedure implicitly states that Change Control is required in
the software change process. An examination of patch 6262 reveals that change control
is applied in an uneven manner, i.e., the assembled version of patch 6262 also included
patch 6205. It becomes very difficult to refer to a version of software unambiguously,
e.g., Version 13 Plus patches 6262, 6205, etc. Patch 6205 has taken at least two forms,
it seems.

5.2 Qualified Personnel

This section adequately stresses the need for a training program to ensure that the
personnel is up to the level of the complexity of software changes required. The policy
does not ensure that the personnel working on software is qualified. For example, there
is no evidence to confirm that the people designing and applying Patch 6262 were
qualified to do it at the time the patch was done.

5.3 Validation

The policy mandates that the independent validation will be applied prior to all testing.
Examination of the Computer Software Change Control Form (CSCCF) for Patch 6262
revealed that internal verification was performed. The Patch 6262 was not designed in-
house, so the internal verification at Bruce-A constitutes the independent validation.

5.5.1 Pre-Operational Testing

In this portion the policy mandates that pre-operational testing is required for all but "the
very simplest of software changes". The way the exception is stated in the policy leaves
room for the application of individual judgement calls which can vary significantly from
case to case. A very objective, measurable statement defining the exception would help
clarify the exceptions. Alternatively, this policy could state where the definitions could
be found.

The policy requires that all new logic introduced via the software change be exercised.
The lower tier document (Station Procedure, BGA-STPR-2.2.25-1) requires only essential
functions to be tested. These two directives are perhaps inconsistent.
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The testing section of the policy further demands that the regression testing be done ("...
confirm that the essential functions of the modified program have not been inadvertently
disabled but still meet the design intent"). There is no evidence that the regression testing
was done as part of patch 6262. Section 4.0 "Simulator testing at the WNTC Training
Simulator" of Test Report 66737-02-4 does not describe any tests for the essential RRS
functions, only tests relating to the changed code.

Further, the policy states that the pre-operational tests will be independently verified by
a qualified person. The verification section of patch 6262 CSCCF does not expect such
an operation to take place. As a result, the independent checking is not practised here.
No indication of the qualification of the individual doing the verification is provided on
the CSCCF.

5.5.3 Test Report

The policy mandates that the test results be reported via formal test report, or in a simple
case via QA log. There are a number of issues here:

a) There is no guideline when to use QA log and when to use Test Report.
b) There is no definition or even a guideline on what a formal test report

contains.
c) QA log is not described in the policy. The lower tier document (Station

Procedure, BGA-STPR-2.2.25-1) does not mention QA log either. Patch
6262 documentation also makes no mention of QA logs or standards.

Either the policy should clarify these issues, or it should state where this information
could be found.

The results of pre-operational testing for patch 6262 are documented in Test Report
66737-02-4. Note that the results of operational tests are not contained in this test report,
but are required by this section of the Station Policy (See section 1.0 of the test report).

5.6 Documentation

Here the policy states, "All activities associated with software change will be adequately
documented", consistent with QA Standards. Since QA Standards were not made
available we could not assess what the requirements are. The statement, "adequately
documented" is not objective enough by itself.

This policy statement does not, implicitly or explicitly, require any form of configuration
management. We believe that the configuration management is a mandatory part of
keeping the integrity of the software system.

5.7 Media Storage
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The media storage section mandates, "All backup storage media will be at the same stage
of revision as far as possible". This statement allows exceptions. Replacing this
statement with a clear statement of requirement for the media storage is recommended.

The same section further requires that any deviation from the above rule be fully
documented. It is recommended that the sentence be replaced with a statement defining
media storage exception documentation such as requirements, responsibility and timing.

6.0 References

This policy section lists 5 policies and procedures of which only one was made available
for this study. We suggest inclusion of BRUCE N.G.S. 'A' QA Standards (if such a
document exists) in the list of references.

3.3.2.3 BRUCE N.G.S. 'A' Station Procedure, B(M-STPR-2.2.25-l

The Station Procedure was reviewed and the following problems were noted in these sections:

2.1.2 Source Program Revision

For "extensive program changes" a higher revision number will be assigned. Extensive
program changes is a subjective statement which is subject to individual judgement. This
needs definition or a reference to a definition.

2.1.3 Program Patch

The definition of a patch is a subjective one and allows a wide enough range so that any
software change can be classified as a patch. The definition does not provide help to the
station personnel in determining which way to proceed with a pending software change.

2.1.4 Designated Control Program

Among designated control programs we find RRSSLO; however all patch 6262 test
documentation refer to SLORRS. It is assumed that these two are actually the same
program. Usage of different terms for the same item can lead to confusion and should be
avoided.

The procedure states that designated control programs "are subject to more stringent
controls". However there is no definition or reference to definition of these more
stringent controls. It is recommended that objective and measurable directives be used
so that station personnel can be guided in desired direction.

2.1.6, 2.1.7 & 2.1.8 Software Changes Classes 1, 2. & 3
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Definitions of the three software change classes are not measurable enough to completely
eliminate confusion; however the examples provided go a long way in clarifying the
definitions.

However, the example of a Class 3 change, "routine changes to constants in a DCP" can
have very serious consequences.

3.0 General (Procedure Description)

This section references a flowchart version of the procedure in Appendix A, which is
inaccurate.

Page 2 of Appendix A flowchart has a decision block with two exits, with one labelled
"Y" and the other labelled "Y,N". Ontario Hydro explained that in certain cases both
paths from the decision block must be taken, thus forming a parallel process. It is not
obvious from the way the flowchart is drawn that this is what is supposed to be done.
The process boxes for "RECORD BPC NUMBERS ON CSCCF" and "VERIFICATION
LOGGED ON CSCCF" do not have an exit; Ontario Hydro says that these boxes are an
expansion of the previous process boxes and are not really separate. Again, this is
unclear the way the flowchart is drawn.

Page 3 of Appendix A flowchart has no exit for process box "ISSUE TEST REPORT".
Ontario Hydro says this box should exit to the "RAISE JUMPER WITH S/M
SIGNATURE, IF NO PC" box. As currently drawn, the flowchart indicates that the
change process is at an end once the test report has been issued, which is not the case in
reality.

Page 4 of Appendix A flowchart has two exit paths for the "INSTALL IN ALL DCC'S"
process box. Ontario Hydro says there should only be one exit with the "HARDCOPY
DISC/CORE CHANGES" and "SW SPECIALIST VERIFY" process boxes being in line
between "INSTALL IN ALL DCC'S" and "REMOVE JUMPER RECORD" process
boxes. The flowchart as drawn is incorrect and does not agree with real day-to-day
Ontario Hydro procedures.

As currently drawn, the flowchart contains some significant inaccuracies which renders
it unusable.

3.2 Classification & Tracking

Classification of software changes "will be assigned by the Technical Supervisor"
according to this section. Subjective definition of classes of software changes combined
with a single person doing the classification can and usually does lead to uniform but
subjective application. It is recommended a group be assigned the responsibility of
applying classes, unless the class definitions can be made more measurable. Ontario
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Hydro says that in practice, a small unit within the Technical Section discusses the change
classification for any software change before the Technical Supervisor assigns the
classification. The wording in the procedure should be clarified to state that a group be
assigned the responsibility of applying classes.

This section further points out that the complexity of a software change could increase
during its development. In cases like that, the change in complexity should result in re-
classification of the change. The procedure does not indicate how this is to be done, at
which point in time and who will make sure it does happen. It is recommended the
procedure be amended with a step which will ensure when re-classification will happen.

3.3 4 Approvals (General)

The procedure in this section states, "The duty Shift Supervisor will authorize the
installation of a new software change via signature on the NGD Work Authorization
raised by the person about to perform the installation. A copy of the approved PC should
accompany the Work Authorization." In the case of patch 6262 a PC number is
referenced on the CSCCF, but the Work Authorization and accompanying PC form was
not included in the documentation for Patch 6262, so it was not possible to verify
compliance to this aspect of the procedure.

3.4, 3.4.3, & 3.4.4 Qualification of Personnel

The procedure, much like the policy, goes a long way in ensuring that the training
program is in place. It does not in any way attempt to ensure that the personnel working
on the software change was qualified to do it at the time the work was carried out. One
way to ensure accountability on this issue would be to record the person's identifying
number from the Qualification Register next to the signature of the personnel working on
the software change on the CSCCF.

3.5 Desimi

The reference to the "simplest design work" is subjective and cannot be measured and
cannot be used as a guide for personnel. Defining the "simplest design work" in tangible
and measurable terms is recommended.

3.7 Pre-Operational Testing

The policy requires that all new logic, as well as essential functions be tested; this
procedure reduces this requirement to essential functions only. These two requirements
should be realigned.

The procedure allows the test procedure to be specified in a detailed work plan. The
CSCCF form for patch 6262 shows "N/A" in the box for "Work Plan". No pie-operational
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test work plan was found.

3.7.3 Class 1 Pre-Operational Testing

The Station Policy requires that software changes be tested pre-operationally except for
the simplest changes. This procedure, however, says changes "...may also be tested pre-
operational..." The procedure implies any change may be exempted from pre-operational
testing, not just the simplest changes. This section also introduced a new term "complex
Class 1 software change". This term is not defined anywhere, to the best of our
knowledge. If required, it should be defined.

3.7.4 PCP Essential Functions Tests

The procedure here mandates regression testing and upkeep of test procedures. There is
no evidence, in the documentation of patch 6262, that indicates the regression testing was
conducted. It appears that the test procedures, as specified by the policy, does not exist.

3.8 Operational Testing

CSCCF refers to one operational testing work plan, but the documentation contains two
such work plans, namely, 2-91-13206-00 Rev.2, and 2-92-09172 Rev.l. A discrepancy
like this raises the question: Are there any more work plans we do not know about?

3.9 & 3.10 Installation and Documentation

Installation evidence for patch 6262 is nonexistent: the "INSTALL" section of the CSCCF
form is not completed (Ontario Hydro says Patch 6262 is still being tested and is not
installed yet). Thus, compliance to the Installation part of the procedure cannot be
verified with this patch. Also, the CSCCF form indicates that the documentation was not
completed (also due to the patch not being installed yet); compliance to the
Documentation part of the procedure cannot be verified with this patch.

3.3.3 Assessments Based on Software Changes

Three software changes were selected for assessment (these changes were implemented after the
new Ontario Hydro change control procedures were put in place): patch 5766, patch 6262, and
patch 8024.

3.3.3.1 Patch 5766

Patch 5766 was a "software jumper", which bypassed the patched software until an annunciation
window change was completed. The actual patch was done in 1985, long before the new change
control policies came into effect in 1989. However, patch 5766 was not removed until 1991.
There is no Computer Software Change Control Form (CSCCF) associated with either the
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original patch or patch 5766 (this is to be expected, since the CSCCF was not used before 1989).

The code change that patch 5766 jumpered out is part of the setback monitor, which is described
in BPR-4S [Ref. 22(g)], which has a revision date of 1990. The changed code is specified by
section 2.2.9 of BPR-4S. However, this part of BPR-4S is incomplete (this section ends with the
sentence, "If Pm > 383", which is not a complete sentence). As a result of the incomplete BPR-
4S, it is not possible to determine what this section of code is suppose to be doing and
consequently whether the code change matches the BPR-4S.

The commissioning report for patch 5766 does include a flowchart and pseudo code for the code
change. However, the pseudo code does not match the flowchart (the rationality check is
performed on the sum of two pressure signals in the flowchart, as opposed to testing for pressure
signals PHI AND P82 to be irrational in the pseudo code). The code appears to match the
flowchart.

An examination of the assembled code listing SLORRS.1SS [Ref. 21] revealed that the code
change was already implemented. The quality of the changed code (i.e., coding style, comments)
is consistent with the rest of the code in the RRS.

The commissioning report for patch 5766 contains a test plan and some test results for the pie-
operational testing. However, both the test plan and test results were done in 1985 and certain
alarms that were expected as output as listed by the test plan are no longer the same ("RRS-1030-
SETBACK CALANDRIA INLET LO PRESS" is now "RRS-1035-SETBACK CALANDRIA
INLET LO PRESS"). Also, the ECN Package Cover Sheet included in the commissioning report
references Revision 12.1 of the RRS (Revision 13 was installed in 1986). It is questionable
whether the original pre-operational testing that was done is valid, since it was performed on a
previous revision of the software and not the current revision. Even though the patch 5766 code
change stayed the same, the other parts of the RRS software have changed and unforeseen effects
may be introduced - note that the actual code change stayed dormant until the removal of the
patch 5766 jumper, so even Revision 13 testing would not have exercised the code change
jumpered out by patch 5766.

The commissioning report contains the results of the operational tests conducted in 1990. It is
not possible to determine the adequacy of these tests, as the BPR-4S rule covering the
requirements for the code change is incomplete.

A cyclomatic complexity (a measure of the structural complexity of the coded module - see
Appendix D) was done on the changed code, and a value.of 8 was computed (cyclomatic
complexity of under 20 is desirable, under 10 even better). The code change is quite acceptable
as far as complexity is concerned, so reliability is not compromised as far as complexity is
concerned.

The effects on system safety caused by this code change is difficult to assess. Because of the
incomplete BPR-4S rule covering this code change, the questionable validity of the pre-
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operational tests, and the impossibility of determining the adequacy of the operational tests, it
cannot be concluded that this patch did not affect the safety of the system.

3.3.3.2 Patch 6262

Patch 6262 was implemented in early 1992 according to the CSCCF. The patch modified the
FINCH setback routine to make the dynamic compensation factor a spatially distributed function.
This patch was replaced by Patch 8014, but apparently Patch 8014 was not installed in any units
yet according to the README file included with the electronic copies of the RRS source code.

Patch 6262 is included as part of SLORRS.ASP [Ref. 21]. The quality of the changed code
(coding style, comments) is consistent with that of the rest of the RRS software.

The changes to the code should be reflected in BPR-4S [Ref. 22(g)]. At the CPLTH label (line
3613 in the SLORRS.ASP listing) the comments state the code has been modified to comply to
BPR-4S Revision 14. The current BPR-4S documentation is at Revision 16. An examination
of the code and BPR-4S reveals that the BPR-4S has not been updated to reflect the code
changes in this patch. Section 2.2.1.12 of BPR-4S states that MSR3=1 if less than 16 boosters
are fully out. In the modified code, routine HICHPO at lines 2917-2920 of SLORRS.ASP,
actually changes the logic to set MSR3=1 if less than 16 and more than one booster is fully out.

The changes to the portion at label CPLTH are stated as complying to section 2.2.1.1 of BPR-4S
Revision 14. BPR-4S Revision 16 indicates that the MCA fully-out D/I's, booster fully-out
contacts, and PHT Pump Trip D/I's should be scanned first; however, the code for this section
does not do any scanning of D/I's at all.

The setback monitor is divided into 9 main routines which correspond to the 9 setback
conditions. The format of BPR-4S is such that it resembles one routine. Thus, it appears that
each of the 9 routines implement portions of BPR-4S, but it is not known which portions apply
to which routines. There is no other documentation available which indicates which requirements
belong to which routine. This makes it virtually impossible to verify that the changes made in
this patch meet the design requirements.

The pre-operational test report indicates a date of late 1991, which predates the actual CSCCF
date (it appears that the CSCCF was submitted after the code was changed and tested, which is
not according to Station Procedure). The test report indicates that pre-operational testing was
carried out on an emulator and simulator. Certain modifications to the software-under-test were
made to allow the emulator to be used. Although it is not acceptable in most cases to alter the
software-under-test, most of the changes made were minor and were related to the test
environment. One change that was made, though, should have been done differently, i.e., the
calls to the RMSG routine should not have been substituted with NOP statements. A stubbed
version of RMSG which jumps back to the calling routine should have been used instead to
preserve the integrity of the software-under-test.
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The adequacy of the pre-operational tests cannot be confirmed as it is not stated what
inputs/outputs are associated with the changed routines and what the functional requirements are
for these routines. Only by reverse engineering the software can the inputs/outputs and
requirements be determined; it is beyond the scope of this study to reverse engineer the software.

The marked-up work plan(s) for the operational tests indicate operational testing was carried out
in 1992. It cannot be determined whether the operational testing was adequate, as the
requirements related to the changed routine are not known.

The first Work Plan for patch 6262, i.e., number 2-91-13206-00 Rev.2, is titled "Testing and
Installation of New RRS Software". This work plan does not state which version of software, and
with which patches, is to be tested.

The test steps in the flowchart of the operational test are checked off and dated and signed. The
changed software was placed in Unit 1 DCC X on April 1, 1992. The "SOR 19 Partial Rod Drop
Test" was completed successfully on April 1. The "FINCH Channel Refuelling Test" was
completed successfully on April 1. The "Poison Addition Test" was completed successfully on
April 2. The last 2 tests, namely, "Reactor Setback Test", and "Normal Operation" test were
apparently not done (no checkoffs, no dates and signatures).

Note that these test steps are very superficial, and require that the tester know what is expected
to happen \n each test; that is, no expected results are identified. Furthermore, the tests described
in this work plan certainly do not test all essential functions of the RRS, as required by the
Station Procedure.

Note that the CSCCF form has the Operational Test signed off on April 1, 1992, even though
some steps were performed on April 2, and some were not done at all.

The second Work Plan accompanying patch 6262, i.e., number 2-92-09172 Rev. 1, is titled
"FINCH Setback Testing" and is dated "92-09-24" in the COMPLETION DATA Section.
Apparently, someone decided that the operational tests previously performed were insufficient:
Under 1.0 BACKGROUND: "... it is still recommended that the revised code be tested by
initiating a FINCH high power setback".

The cyclomatic complexity (a measure of the structural complexity of the coded module - see
Appendix D) was calculated for the changed routine before and after the change. Before the
change, the cyclomatic complexity was 41. After the patch was put in, the cyclomatic
complexity increased to 51, about 24% more than the original value. A cyclomatic complexity
of under 20 is acceptable. The increase in complexity may reduce the reliability of the code, as
it is more difficult to test, debug, and maintain the code.

The effects on system safety caused by this code change is difficult to assess. Because of the
difficulty in determining what the changed code is really supposed to do, the adequacy of the pre-
operational and operational tests cannot be confirmed. It cannot be concluded that this patch did
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not affect the safety of the system.

3.3.3.3 Patch 8024

Patch 8024 was implemented in September 1992, as indicated in the CSCCF, and consisted of
a one word change to a data table. The change was made to perform a liquid zone bias
adjustment. According to Ontario Hydro, the liquid zone bias adjustment needs to be done
occasionally to fine tune the light water level control. This adjustment is done online by altering
the core memory with the operators monitoring the system until the desired bias level is achieved.
Then the bias values used are recorded for the patch.

Patch 8024 is classified as a Class 3 change with no pre-operational testing and operational
testing being done online (i.e., the process of bias adjustment constitutes the operational test). The
quality and reliability of the code is not affected by this patch, as it was a one word change to
a data table.

The effect on system safety due to this patch could be a factor if an improper bias value was
used (according to BPR-3S [Ref. 22(g)] the bias is used to keep the water inflow equal to the
water outflow in a compartment) causing possible control problems with the compartment water
level. Also, if the patch is accidentally entered into the wrong location in memory, the RRS may
behave in an unsafe manner. Ontario Hydro says that during the liquid zone bias adjustment
process, operators monitor the system and only small bias changes are made at any one time.

The liquid zone bias adjustment should be changed so that bias adjustments are not entered
directly into the core memory but instead are validated via a keyboard entry routine or perhaps
a way could be found to make the bias adjustments automatic. As far as system safety is
concerned, Patch 8024 has the potential of making the system unsafe.

4. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

(1) The review of the Design Manuals revealed that the Bruce Program Rules (BPRs)
contained in the RRS-General [Ref. 22(g)] document were the only design documents
relating to the RRS software, that were kept up-to-date. The BPRs were found to be
incomplete in some instances (See section 3.1.3.2 of this report on BPR-4S.), and
inconsistent in many areas. (See section 3.1.2 and Appendix E.) The BPRs also do not
match the code in certain instances. (See 3.3.3.2.)

(2) The BPRs as they are currently written are inadequate for the maintenance of the
software, as there are no software requirements listed. (See 3.1.3, 3.3.3.1.) The software
requirements should specify what the software is functionally required to do and these
software requirements form the basis from which thorough tests can be designed. The
software requirements are also needed for assessing software quality through measures
such as traceability and testability. Without proper software requirements, it is not
possible to reliably make software changes.
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(3) The BPRs are also lacking any detailed software design information (such as the
allocation of functional requirements to modules, and how the software is to implement
the requirements). (See 3.1.3.) The detailed software design information is necessary for
understanding what a module is suppose to be doing and would help in software
maintenance tasks such as bug fixing and software enhancements.

(4) No documentation could be found which described the interface between the hardware
and the software (such as where certain inputs can be read by the software). (See 3.2.2,
SER-86-55.) This information would be required in making software changes.

(5) No up-to-date documentation could be found which describes the interaction between the
RRS and other control programs running in the same computer (the Control Programs
[Ref. 12] document is out of date). (See 3.1.3.) The RRS does interact with some of the
other control programs (such as the Boiler Pressure Control Program) and proper
documentation is required for software maintenance.

(6) The documentation within the program code references flowcharts which are no longer
kept up-to-date (See section 3.1.3.), and in certain cases the program code is not
adequately documented. (See Appendix B.) One coded routine (CHK411) was found to
be poorly designed, in that it modified its own return address conditionally. (See 3.1.3.3.)

(7) Thirty Significant Event Reports (SERs) were analyzed, of which 8 were found to be
directly involved with the RRS software and 22 were not. The SER and SER Follow-up
reports do not always indicate whether the problems discovered were satisfactorily
resolved. (See 3.2.2, and Appendix C.) There is no reference to any software change
documents (such as a patch number) in the SER or SER Follow-up report in cases were
software was supposedly changed (such as in SER-84-8). (See 3.2.3.8.) Also, the SER
Follow-up reports sometimes make additional recommendations, but there is no way to
determine if any of the recommendations were ever investigated or implemented (such
as in SER-91-99).

(8) Of the 8 SERs that were directly involved with the RRS software, two (SER-89-30, SER-
90-67) indicate that the RRS design may be incorrect with the resolution of the problem
unsatisfactory, one (SER-92-110) indicates that the RRS software should be modified, two
(SER-82-9, SER-82-10) point to poor software testing, one (SER-84-57) seems to be
satisfactorily resolved, one (SER-86-55) indicates that maybe the RRS software could
have prevented the incident, and one (SER-87-72) called for an RRS software
modification, but no evidence exists to show that this was ever carried out. (See the
subsections of 3.2.3, and Appendix C.)

(9) Two SERs (SER-87-75, SER-91-102) raised questions which should be investigated but
are beyond the scope of this report. (See Appendix C.) Other SERs (SER-84-30, SER-91-
099, SER-85-108, SER-89-093, SER-85-118, SER-86-16, SER-89-011) raised concerns
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which should be addressed.

(10) The information contained in the SER and SER FoIJow-up reports was not sufficient to
enable any cause-and-effect analysis or any trend analysis to be done. (See 3.2.2, 3.2.3.)

(11) Analysis of the current Ontario Hydro Bruce-A software change control documents
indicates that the Station Policy and Station Procedure [Ref. 22(c)] are too general. (See
3.3.2.) The Station Policy and Station Procedure are not specific enough and depend on
the judgement of the practitioner too much. (See 3.3.2.2 and 3.3.2.3.) The Station
Procedure Appendix A flowchart contains some significant inaccuracies rendering the
flowchart unusable.

( 12) Patch 6262 was chosen as a representative sample of a typical software change and was
examined with respect to the adherence to the Station Procedure. It was found that the
Station Procedure was not followed in several areas when Patch 6262 was implemented.
(See section 3.3.2.3.) The software change process for Patch 6262 was not documented
well enough to provide evidence that Station Procedure was followed completely and
accurately. The documentation for Patch 6262 does not show that any regression testing
was done, nor does it indicate that the testing was successfully completed.

(13) Three software changes (Patch 5766, Patch 6262, and Patch 8024) were also examined
with respect to the effects on quality, reliability and safety. (See 3.3.3.) The quality of
the changed software code for Patch 5766 and Patch 6262 was consistent with that of the
rest of the RRS code. Patch 8024 did not involve any executable code but was a data
table change. The reliability of the changed code can be affected by its complexity; the
complexity was not affected by Patch 5766 or Patch 8024, but Patch 6262 increased the
complexity of an already complex routine by 24%, which may reduce the reliability of
the code. The adequacy and integrity of the testing for Patch 5766 and Patch 6262 were
found to be in question. Patch 8024 (liquid zone bias adjustment) was a patch made by
technicians while the RRS was in operation; it was a change to main computer memory
and did not have any testing documented. Because the testing of Patch 5766 and Patch
6262 were questionable, it could not be concluded that these patches did not compromise
the safety of the system. Patch 8024 was found to be potentially unsafe if wrong values
were entered into memory, or the wrong memory locations were chosen.

(14) Judging by the software change control information provided for this study (see sections
3.3.2.3, 3.3.3.1, and 3.3.3.2 of this report), it is apparent that the software change process
at Bruce-A is being managed mainly through the skill and experience of the technical
staff at Bruce-A. Ontario Hydro has confidence in thé program code itself, and are not
concerned with keeping documentation up-to-date. Testing is done in an ad hoc manner,
often relying on the tester to know how to stimulate the RRS and what responses to
expect; the step-by-step test procedures and the expected responses are not documented.
(See 3.3.3.2.)
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4.1 Quality, Reliability and Safety Assessments

Since it cannot be determined what the software is supposed to do (there is no accurate
documentation of software requirements), it is impossible to verify that it does it correctly.
Furthermore, we cannot verify that the design implements requirements faithfully, nor can we
verify that tests (which are generally not documented well enough to review, or are non-existent)
are thorough and tests that the software does what it is supposed to do.

Bruce-A technical staff essentially use the RRS program code itself as the statement of the
requirements and the design (with some assistance from the Bruce Program Rules). This is
equivalent to stating that whatever the RRS program does is by definition correct. Complete faith
in the infallibility of the Ontario Hydro technical personnel is required, since no verifications can
be practically made. Note, however, that in the detailed examination of the program code
implementing BPR-4S, the software quality is good with respect to simplicity and modularity.
(See 3.1.3.3.)

We could not verify that the software change procedures at Bruce-A were strictly followed. With
the information available for this study, therefore, we cannot draw any firm conclusion regarding
the reliability and safety of the RRS.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS

A more detailed review of the Bruce-A RRS is not recommended at this time; it is believed that
no significantly different findings would be made.

The knowledge of the Bruce-A technical staff needs to be documented in a systematic way;
software requirements, design, and formal tests must be documented accurately and completely.
This would help Ontario Hydro in making future software changes in a safe and reliable manner.
This documentation is essential to allow independent verification of software changes, and to
allow auditing by external organizations. As well, in training new staff to make changes to the
RRS, this information is necessary.

It is recommended that an independent organization, with good software engineering experience,
work witli the Bruce-A technical staff to develop the needed procedures, documentation, and
tests; the Bruce-A technical people are so familiar with the RRS Software that they may not
recognize ambiguities in documentation or shortcomings in tests or procedures.

The details of our recommendations are as follows:

1) The Ontario Hydro Bruce-A software change control policy and procedures
should be updated to be more specific and unambiguous, and easy to follow.
The procedures should then be fully implemented at Bruce-A. An independent
Quality Assurance department should be set up to ensure that procedures are
followed.
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2) The Bruce Program Rules (BPRs) [in appendix II of Ref. 22(g)] should be
corrected for any inconsistencies and inaccuracies.

3) Software requirements for the RRS should be documented, either in the BPRs
or in an appropriate document. (Requirements should be traceable to the design
and the code, and tests should reference these requirements).

4) Detailed design information on the RRS Software modules should be created
and documented, either in the BPRs or in an appropriate document.

5) Documentation describing the interface between the RRS software and
hardware (i.e., the field variables inputs and process control devices) needs to
be written. (No such document was known to exist at the time of this project.)
Also, the interaction between the RRS and other control programs within the
same computer needs to be updated in the Control Programs manual, Ref. 12.

6) The source code documentation should be revised to remove any references to
obsolete documents (such as flow charts), and comments should be provided
to describe what the code does, in those places where it is deficient.

7) SERs should be made traceable, i.e., any changes made to the software which
are the result of a problem identified in an SER should reference the SER
number and the SER follow-up report should reference the software change.

8) Any patching (i.e., direct memory changes) of the RRS software as part of the
operating procedure (such as in Patch 8024 or in SER-92-110) should be
avoided and the RRS software modified appropriately to handle the conditions
(such as verify and accept operator input via keyboard, or handle low ion
chamber signals during startup).

9) Formal testing of software changes, as well as a complete regression test of the
whole RRS should be performed after all software changes (a full set of unit
tests using the emulator and a full set of system tests using the simulator could
be developed). These tests should be as automated as possible. The test
procedures should be written such that the specific steps to be done by the
tester, and the expected results are completely documented.

It should be emphasized that small changes in one area of code may
inadvertently affect another area, and only by proper regression testing can the
adverse effects of any change be detected.

10) The complexity of the software modules should be reduced in cases where the
cyclomatic complexity exceeds 20 (such as the module patched in Patch 6262).
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APPENDIX A
APPENDIX A - DOCUMENT EVALUATION

This Appendix contains the following:

PRIOR's Software Product Evaluation Procedures:

SQA-600-01 General Document
SQA-600-07 Preliminary Design Document
SQA-600-08 Interface Design Document
SQA-600-09 Detailed Design Document

PRIOR's Software Product Evaluation Checklists:

SQA-610-01 General Document Evaluation
SQA-610-07 Preliminary Design Document Evaluation
SQA-610-08 Interface Design Document Evaluation
SQA-610-09 Detailed Design Document Evaluation

Evaluation Records:

Design Manual, General: 21-63710.1
Design Manual, Control Programs: 21-66700.1

Requirements Traceability Matrix

NOTE: The Evaluation Procedures and Checklists were applied to the two design
manuals, General 21-63710.1 [Ref. 22(g)] and Control Programs 21-66700.1 [Ref. 12] and
the results of the exercise is contained in the Evaluation Records.

The following acronyms are used in this appendix:

SRS - Software Requirement Specification
CSCI - Computer Software Configuration Item
CSC - Computer Software Component
CSU - Computer Software Unit
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SUBJECT:

Software Product Evaluations

PROCEDURE NO: SQA-600-01

PAGE NO: I of I

EFFECTIVE DATE: 92 January 2 REVISION NO: 10.1

6.1 General Document

6.1.1 Purpose

This procedure gives the steps required when evaluating a document. This procedure is
used as part of the evaluation of specific project documents.

6.1.2 Scope

The General Document Procedure provides the steps used in evaluating whether
documents are consistent and understandable.

6.1.3 Procedure

1. Review the document for consistency with the PRIOR Document Guidelines or
customer specified guidelines.

2. Verify the document is complete and ready for review.

3. Verify the document is consistent with all other project documents (i.e. does
not contradict any other project document).

4. Verify the document identifies and follows the required data item description.

5. Verify the prose in the document uses the rules of punctuation and grammar of
standard English.

6. Verify the terminology used is consistent with all other project documents.

7. Complete an evaluation record using the General Document Evaluation
Checklist. A strict "Yes" or "No" response is not mandatory; comments may be
written for clarification.

APPROVED BY:

FORM POL-5-W
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SUBJECT:

Software Product Evaluations

PROCEDURE NO: SQA-600-07

PAGE NO: 1 of 2

EFFECTIVE DATE: 92 January 2 REVISION NO: 10.1

6.7 Preliminary Design Document

6.7.1 Purpose

This procedure gives the steps required when evaluating a preliminary design
document. The main purpose of the evaluation is to ensure that the preliminary
software design adequately reflects the requirement specifications.

6.7.2 Scope

The Preliminary Design Document Evaluation Procedure provides the steps used in
evaluating the completeness of a preliminary design document, which is created in the
preliminary design phase of a software development project.

6.7.3 Procedure

1. Review the document for technical content, consistency with guidelines and with
other related documents, and for clarity using procedure SQA-600-01.

2. Verify that all requirements from the software requirements specification and
the interface requirements specification are addressed.

3. Verify that all design features and requirements in the preliminary design
specification are traceable to the software requirements specification and the
interface requirements specification.

4. Verify that the allocation of requirements from computer software configuration
item (CSCI) to computer software components (CSCs) is adequate.

FOKM I'OL-5-yO
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SUBJECT:

Software Product Evaluations

PROCEDURE NO: SQA-600-07

PAGE NO: 2 of 2

EFFECTIVE DATE: 92 January 2 REVISION NO: 10.1

5. Verify that design limits are defined.

6. Verify that the document is consistent with the interface design document.

7. Verify that the design techniques used are consistent with those specified in the
software development plan and the statement of work.

8. Complete an evaluation record using the Preliminary Design Document Evaluation
Checklist. A strict "Yes" or "No" response is not mandatory; comments may be
written for clarification.

APPROVED BY:

FORM I'OL-5-W
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SUBJECT:

Software Product Evaluations

PROCEDURE NO: SQA-600-08

PAGE NO: 1 of 2

EFFECTIVE DATE: 92 January 2 REVISION NO: 10.1

6.8 Interface Design Document

6.8.1 Purpose

This procedure gives the steps required when evaluating a interface design document.
The main purpose of the evaluation is to ensure that the interface design adequately
reflects the requirement specifications.

6.8.2 Scope

The Interface Design Document Evaluation Procedure provides the steps used in
evaluating the completeness of an interface design document, which is created in the
preliminary design phase of a software development project.

6.8.3 Procedure

1. Review the document for technical content, consistency with guidelines and with
other related documents, and clarity using procedure SQA-600-01.

2. Verify that all interface requirements from the software requirements
specification and the interface requirements specification are addressed.

3. Verify that all design features and requirements in the interface design
document are traceable to the software requirements specification and the
interface requirements specification.

4. Verify that the document is consistent with the preliminary design document.

FORM I'OL-5-W
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SUBJECT:

Software Product Evaluations

PROCEDURE NO: SQA-600-08

PAGE NO: 2 of 2

EFFECTIVE DATE: 92 January 2 REVISION NO: 10.1

5. Complete an evaluation record using the Interface Design Document Evaluation
Checklist. A strict "Yes" or "No" response is not mandatory; comments may be
written for clarification.

APPROVED BY:

FORM ruL-5-90
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SUBJECT:

Software Product Evaluations

PROCEDURE NO: SQA-600-09

PAGE NO: 1 of 2

EFFECTIVE DATE: 92 January 2 REVISION-NO: 10.1

6.9 Detailed Design Document

6.9.1 Purpose

This procedure gives the steps required when evaluating a detailed design document.
The main purpose of evaluation is to ensure the modular expansion of the software
adequately reflects the preliminary design.

6.9.2 Scope

The Detailed Design Document Evaluation Procedure provides the steps used when
evaluating a detailed design document, which is created in the detailed design phase of
a software development project. Formats for detailed design documentation vary
widely. Some standards require a separate detailed design document while others
require that the detailed design be described in the same document as the preliminary
design. Still others allow the detailed design to be described using a program design
language in the source code listing.

6.9.3 Procedure

1. Review the document for technical content, consistency with guidelines and with
other related documents, and for clarity, using procedure SQA-600-01.

2. Verify that all requirements from the software requirements specification and the
interface requirements specification are addressed.

3. Verify that all design features and requirements in the detailed design document
are traceable to the software requirements specification and the interface
requirements specification.

4. Verify that all requirements for software units identified in the preliminary
design have been met in the detailed design.

FORM P()L-5-W
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SUBJECT:

Software Product Evaluations

PROCEDURE NO: SQA-600-09

PAGE NO: 2 of 2

EFFECTIVE DATE: 92 January 2 REVISION NO: 10.1

5. Verify that the allocation of requirements from computer software components,
(CSCs) to computer software units (CSUs) is adequate.

6. Verify that the document is consistent with the interface design document.

7. Complete an evaluation record using the Detailed Design Document Evaluation
Checklist. A strict "Yes" or "No" response is not mandatory; comments may be
written for clarification.

APPROVED BY:

j

FORM POL-5-'X)
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SUBJECT:

General Document Evaluation

EFFECTIVE DATE: 91 September 3

CHECKLIST NO: SQA-610-01

PAGE NO: 1 of 2

REVISION NO: 10.0

1. Is the document consistent with the PRIOR Document Guidelines?

2. Is the document complete and ready for review?

3. Is this document consistent with all other project documents (i.e. does not contradict any
other project document)?

4. Does the document identify and follow the required data item description?

5. Does the document use the rules of punctuation and grammar of standard English?

6. Is the terminology used consistent with all other project documents?

7. Are all terms not in common use and not found in a standard dictionary defined in a
glossary?

X. Are all abbreviations, acronyms, and peculiar terminology identified and used consistently
throughout and have only one meaning?

9. Does each item or concept have only one name?

10. Do all acronyms, in their first occurrence, appear in parentheses after their expanded form
(not including tables and diagrams)?
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SUBJECT:

(Jeneral Document Evaluation

EFFECTIVE DATE: 92 January 2

CHECKLIST NO: SQA-610-01

PAGE NO: 2 of 2

REVISION NO: 10.1

11. Does each acronym appear in a list of acronyms with its expansion?

12. Are all figures and tables referenced from the text?

13. Do all figures and tables follow their references and are they in the order of their
references in the document?

14. Do all referenced documents appear in the list of documents?

15. Do all required references appear in the list of documents?
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SUBJECT:

Preliminary Design Document Evaluation

EFFECTIVE DATE: 92 January 2

CHECKLIST NO: SQA-610-07

PAGE NO: 1 of 2

REVISION NO: 10.1

1. Are the criteria for consistency and clarity found in checklist SQA-610-01 for a General
Document Evaluation satisfied?

2 Is there a traceability matrix?

3. Are all requirements from the software requirements specification and the interface
requirements specification addressed?

4. Are all design features and requirements in the preliminary design specification traceable
to the software requirements specification and the interface requirements specification?

5. Are timing and size allocations specified and are they consistent with the software
requirements specification?

6. Have fail-safe, and degraded mode requirements been accounted for?

7. Is the allocation of requirements from computer software configuration item (CSCI) to
computer software components (CSC) consistent with the design concept?

8. Are design limits defined and are there adequate validation checks?

9. Is this document consistent with the interface design document?

10. Is there consistency in the level of detail provided?
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SUBJECT:

Preliminary Design Document Evaluation

EFFECTIVE DATE: 92 January 2

CHECKLIST NO: SQA-610-07

PAGE NO: 2 of 2

REVISION NO: 10.1

11. Were the design techniques used consistent with those specified in the software
development plan and the statement of work?

12. Are user interface considerations addressed?

13. Have all appropriate action items from the preliminary design walkthrough been addressed
in the document?

14. Have the quality factor requirements of the SRS been adequately addressed in the
preliminary design?
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SUBJECT:

Interface Design Document Evaluation

EFFECTIVE DATE: 92 January 2

CHECKLIST NO: SQA-610-08

PAGE NO: 1 of 1

REVISION NO: 10.1

1. Are the criteria for consistency and clarity found in checklist SQA-610-01 for a General
Document Evaluation satisfied?

2. Is there a traceability matrix?

3. Are all requirements from the software requirements specification and the interface
requirements specification addressed?

4. Are all design features and requirements in the interface design document traceable to the
software requirements specification and the interface requirements specification?

5. Is this document consistent with the preliminary design document?

6. Is there consistency in the level of detail provided?

7. Are user interface considerations addressed?

8. Have all appropriate action items from the preliminary design walkthrough been addressed
in the document?
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SUBJECT:

Detailed Design Document Evaluation

EFFECTIVE DATE: 92 January 2

CHECKLIST NO: SQA-610-09

PAGE NO: 1 of 2

REVISION NO: 10.1

3.

Are the criteria for consistency and clarity found in checklist SQA-610-01 for a General
Document Evaluation satisfied?

Is there a traceability matrix?

Are all requirements from the software requirements specification and the interface
requirements specification addressed?

4. Are all design features and requirements in the detailed design specification traceable to
the software requirements specification and the interface requirements specification?

5. Have all requirements for software units identified in the preliminary design been met in
the detailed design?

6. Does the decomposition from computer software component (CSC) to computer software
unit (CSU) result in each CSU performing a single function?

7. Is this document consistent with the interface design document?

8. Is there consistency in the level of detail provided?

9. Are all global data elements defined and are they consistent with global and interface data
specifications?

10. Are all calling sequences specified and are they consistent with the interface design
specification?
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SUBJECT:

Detailed Design Document Evaluation

EFFECTIVE DATE: 92 January 2

CHECKLIST NO: SQA-610-09

PAGE NO: 2 of 2

REVISION NO: 10.1

11. Are timing and size allocations specified and are they consistent with the software
requirements specification?

12. Were the design techniques used consistent with those specified in the software
development plan?

13. Is there consistency between the data definitions and data use?

14. Are all module inputs and outputs defined?

15. Can the termination condition for each loop occur?

16. Are the accuracy and precision of all constants specified?

17. Have all appropriate action items from the detailed design walkthrough been addressed
in the document?
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Evaluatiun Record

PROJECT: AECB - Review of RRS Software

ITEM EVALUATED: Design Manual - General
Document Number: 21-63710.1, Rev. 2, Rel. 4.

Eval. RecNo.: ER210191

SUBMITTED BY: AECB DATE: 92.10.06

REVIEWED BY: D. Zenar DATE: 92.10.19

CHECKLIST: SQA-610-01, 07 and 08

ITEM
NO.

COMMENTS CORRECTIVE
ACTION
RESPONSE

AECL/Ontario Hydro design and documentation
guidelines, applicable to the RRS Software, were not
provided. The project team used PRIOR's procedures and
checklists for evaluation of mission critical software as a
basis for this review.

AECB delivered Design Manual Revision 1 but historical
binder revealed Revision 2. Project team was directed by
AECB to treat the documents received as latest ones
available for the purposes of this evaluation.

Release and Revision History document dated 91-01-31
for the Revision 2 of the Design Manual (21-63710.1)
contains reference to Release 4 dated 91.05.01. Ontario
Hydro was unable to explain this apparent discrepancy.

Document does not contain a section containing the
explanation of terms and abbreviations used. For example
abbreviations RTD on page 6 and DCC-X and DCC-Y
found on page 13 but do not seem to be explained.

Consistency seems to be lacking in the design
documentation. For example: document 21-63710.8 is
called "Thermal Measurement" in Design manual Package
and "Channel Power Measurement" in References section.
"Appendix 2" (see page 5) is used instead of "Appendix
II". This reduces the understandability of the document.
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Evaluation Record

PROJECT: AECB - Review of RRS Software

ITEM EVALUATED: Design Manual - General
Document Number: 21-63710.1, Rev. 2, Rel. 4.

Eval. RecNo.: ER210191

SUBMITTED BY: AECB DATE: 92.10.06

REVIEWED BY: D. Zenar DATE: 92.10.19

CHECKLIST: SQA-610-01, 07 and 08

ITEM
NO.

COMMENTS CORRECTIVE
ACTION
RESPONSE

9

Document contains hand written changes which may not
be part of the configuration controlled set. For example on
page 8 text "one pair" was changed to "two pairs". It is
not likely that the change would be reflected in the
subsequent revision of the document.

There is no traceability matrix; the requirements are not
traced in any other way either; there is no reference to the
Requirements Specification document. There is, however,
a list of the general system requirements at the beginning
of the General Design document.

Amendment notices found for the pages 12, 17 & 23 of
the Revision 01 are not reflected in the Revision 02., do
not specify why the changes were made, and did not
change the revision of the document. This indicates
serious breakdown of the change control system.

Referenced documents are mentioned by the number only.
This makes the documents more difficult to understand.
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Evaluation Record

PROJECT: AECB - Review of RRS Software

ITEM EVALUATED: Design Manual - General
Document Number: 21-63710.1, Rev. 2, Rel. 4.

Eval. RecNo.: ER210191

SUBMITTED BY: AECB DATE: 92.10.06

REVIEWED BY: D. Zenar DATE: 92.10.19

CHECKLIST: SQA-610-01, 07 and 08

ITEM
NO.

COMMENTS CORRECTIVE
ACTION
RESPONSE

10

11

12

13

Since Quality attributes were not mentioned either among
the requirements (RRS General Design document) or
elsewhere we assume that there was no concentrated
effort, at the time the system was built, to build any of the
attributes (Traceability, Completeness, Consistency,
Simplicity, Modularity, Testability, Maintainability, and
Understandability) in the RRS. We understand that many
of these and many more Quality attributes are discussed in
the AECL Standard for Software Engineering of Safety
Critical Software (recent dates 90-92).

Timing and sizing allocations are not specified in the
General Design Manual provided. Design Manual, Control
Programs contains some timing specifications in section
4.1.1.2.

There is no specific identification of the degraded mode
requirements; there is also no evidence that such
requirements existed. It is the project team's opinion that
such requirements would have been useful. Fail-safe mode
was addressed.

Separate Interface Design Document was not provided.
Interface specifications are intermixed with the General
(and detailed) design document(s). Within the scope of the
study we could not determine consistency of the
documentation.
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Evnluation Record

PROJECT: AECB - Review of RRS Software

ITEM EVALUATED: Design Manual - General
Document Number: 21-63710.1, Rev. 2, Rel. 4.

Eva!. RecNo.: ER210191

SUBMITTED BY: AECB DATE: 92.10.06

REVIEWED BY: D. Zenar DATE: 92.10.19

CHECKLIST: SQA-610-01, 07 and 08

ITEM
NO.

COMMENTS CORRECTIVE
ACTION
RESPONSE

14

15

It was not possible to confirm that appropriate action
items from preliminary design review(s), if any, were
addressed in the document.

Appendix II contains the "Bruce Program Rules (BPR)".
The first page lists and identifies 8 BPRs. The BPRs have
no table of contents. Some contain appendices. There are
hand written changes and annotations in this document.
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EVALUATION RECORD

PROJECT: AECB - Review of RRS Software

ITEM EVALUATED: Design Manual, Control Programs
Eval. RccNo.: ER210192

Document Number: 21-66700.1

SUBMITTED BY: AECB DATE: 92.10.06

REVIEWED BY: D. Zenar DATE: 92.10.19

CHECKLIST: SQA-610-01, 08, and 09.

ITEM
NO.

COMMENTS CORRECTIVE
ACTION
RESPONSE

Review of the document's consistency with standards was
not completed since the AECL and/or Ontario Hydro
design and documentation guidelines, applicable to the
RRS Software, were not made available. Instead PRIOR's
procedures and checklists for evaluation of mission critical
software were used as a basis for this review.

The document does not contain a section explaining
acronyms and abbreviations. Attempt is made to place the
abbreviated version of the term in parenthesis as it used
the first time. Many terms and abbreviations remain
unexplained: for example TMN, DCC-X, DCC-Y, X and
Y on page 2-5, and DCCY on page 4-3.

Criteria for consistency and clarity require that tables and
figures are referred to forward from the text, and not too
far. Tables and figures often both follow and precede their
reference in the Design Manual: for example on page 4-
184, section 4.6.2.1.1 refers to Figure 4.6.1 two pages
backwards and also refers to Figure 4.6.8 eighteen pages
forward. These are in violation: the first refers backwards
and the second is too far ahead.
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EVALUATION RECORD

PROJECT: AECB - Review of RRS Software

ITEM EVALUATED: Design Manual, Control Programs
Eval. Rec No.: ER210192

Document Number: 21-66700.1

SUBMITTED BY: AECB DATE: 92.10.06

REVIEWED BY: D. Zenar DATE: 92.10.19

CHECKLIST: SQA-610-01, 08, and 09.

ITEM
NO.

COMMENTS CORRECTIVE
ACTION
RESPONSE

Search for the requirements for software and interfacing
could not clearly identify them and therefore could not
determine if they were addressed. In the section
describing Slow Program Supervisor (4.1.4.2.2) a number
of external modules is listed however their interfacing is
neither specified nor refereed to elsewhere. Traceability
was not practised at the design stage.

This design manual neither refers to nor mentions Design
Manual - General while using the same system
architecture chart.

Functional decomposition spread among Design Manual -
General, Design Manual: Control Programs and BPRs is
not detailed enough to clearly identify allocation of
functions.

While process parameters are defined, the software
specifications are not clearly defined. For example in Slow
Program Supervisor (Section 4.1.4.2.2.) flowchart depicted
in figure 4.1-5 does not identify all the "yes" and "no"
and/or "true" and "false" conditional branches. RSTABL
(list of external modules) in the flowchart starts the list of
external modules by "AOCHK" but the list of external
modules in the same table in the text does not show that
module.
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EVALUATION RECORD

PROJECT: AECB - Review of RRS Software

ITEM EVALUATED: Design Manual, Control Programs
Eval. KecNo.: ER210192

Document Number: 21-66700.1

SUBMITTED BY: AECB DATE: 92.10.06

REVIEWED BY: D. Zenar DATE: 92.10.19

CHECKLIST: SQA-610-01, 08, and 09.

ITEM
NO.

COMMENTS CORRECTIVE
ACTION
RESPONSE

10

Consistency of calling sequences and interface design
could not be determined, interface definitions are not
clearly defined.

Data definitions provided are dispersed throughout the
document and textually provided, as a result they are
difficult to locate. Consistency check between data
definitions and data use could not be carried at this stage.

The documentation provided does not contain the
information about the review process used. Project team
looked for comments, suggestion or action items a review
process usually produces. Could not determine if the
action items from such reviews were addressed.
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Kequircmcnts Traceability Matrix

Purpose

The purpose of traceability matrices is to verify that contractual and system level
requirements are identified as software functional requirements, and to verify that the
software functional requirements are both implemented in the software and tested.

Scope

Traceability matrices are used in each phase of the software development life-cycle to verify
that requirements of the previous phase have been carried through to the current phase.

Procedure

The following steps are used in preparing a traceability matrix:

1. Initial contract requirements relevant to the software are identified.

2. An entry (section or paragraph number) is made in the traceability matrix for each
contractual software requirement (generally identified by a "shall" in the system
specification).

3. Each contractual requirement is mapped to a functional requirement found in the Software
Requirements Specification.

4. The appropriate section or paragraph number of the Software Requirements Specification
is entered in the traceability matrix.
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5. Every entry for a system requirement should have a corresponding entry for a software
functional requirement. Any system requirement in the matrix without a corresponding
software functional requirement must be explained.

6. Every functional requirement (identified by a "shall") found in the Software Requirements
Specification) must be included in the traceability matrix. Functional requirements not
called for in the system specification are thus identified and the reasons for their existence
must be justified.

7. A similar process is followed for other traceability matrices (e.g for tracing that each
software functional requirement has a corresponding test case in the Software Test
Procedures).
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Reactor Regulating System software traceability matrix.

LEGEND: SRS: Software Requirements Specification - from the RRS - General document
DES: Design - from appendix II of RRS - General - Bruce Program Rules
TEST: Test case and/or Description as appropriate

Seq
No

1

2

3

4

System Requirement

To adjust reactor power to maintain constant boiler
pressure for all normal operating conditions at high
power levels. [Ref. 22(g), 1.3, (a)]

To provide automatic control of reactor power to a
given set-point at any level from 10("2) of full power
to full power (or greater if required). [Ref. 22(s),
1.3, (b)]

To increase reactor power, following a shutdown, at
a controlled rate from low power to any required
power level. [Ref. 22(g), 1.3, (c)]

To reduce reactor power to an acceptable level to
prevent specified control parameters from being
executed. [Ref. 22(g), 1.3, (d)]

SRS DES TEST
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Reactor Regulating System software traceability matrix.

LEGEND: SRS: Software Requirements Specification - from the RRS - General document
DES: Design - from appendix II of RRS - General - Bruce Program Rules
TEST: Test case and/or Description as appropriate

Seq
No

5

6

7

S

9

10

System Requirement

To control reactor power automatically by
adjustment of the average water level in the light
water zone control absorbers. [Ref. 22(g), 1.3, (e)]

To control flux tilt in the reactor automatically, by
differential adjustment of the water levels in the
light water zone control absorbers. [Ref. 22(g), 1.3,
(.01
To insert or remove the solid control absorbers
and/or boosters (if interlocks permit) at a controlled
rate to compensate for variation of reactivity arising
from changes in xenon poison concentration, fuel
burn-up, moderator poison concentration or reactor
power. [Ref. 22(g), 1.3, (g)]

To withdraw the shut-off rods from the reactor
automatically when the trip channels have been reset
subsequent to a reactor trip by Shutdown System
No. 1. [Ref. 22(g), 1.3, (h)]

To de-energize the clutches of the solid control
absorbers and permit them to drop, partially or
completely, into the reactor whenever required for
the fast reduction of the reactor power. fRef. 22(u),
1.3,(i)]

To compute reactor power from the thermal
measurements and use this to calibrate the neutron
flux signals from the ion chambers and in-core flux
detectors for use in other regulating programs. [Ref.
22(g), 1.3, 0)]

SRS DES TEST



APPENDIX H
APPENDIX B - TRACEABILITY EXERCISE

As a further evaluation of the traceability of the RRS Software requirements, a sample software
module (RMAD) and its associated documentation (Bruce Program Rules BPR-6S from Reactor
Regulating System-General [Ref. 22(g)]) and Control Programs [Ref. 12] was selected. The
BPR-6S and the software module RMAD is to be taken as a representative sample of a typical
BPR specification and RRS code, respectively.

As no specific software requirements were found, a list of software requirements was extracted
from BPR-6S. This is not a complete list of software requirements, but will serve the purpose
of this exercise. The software requirements for the list are:

1. All absorber in and out drive contacts shall be initialized to open
2. In MANUAL mode, an alarm message shall be sent to the operator and the in and out

drive logic shall be bypassed
3. In AUTO mode, in drive shall be used when power error E,, > 3% or Ev > -4% and

LEVAV > 0.8
4. For in drive, a single bank shall be used when E,, < 5% (bank 1 has rods CA3 and CA4)
5. For in drive, two banks shall be used when E(1 > 5%
6. For in drive, when two banks are used, bank 1 shall be driven in first
7. If less than 28 shutoff rods are fully withdrawn, then absorber out drive logic shall be

bypassed
8. In AUTO mode, out drive shall be used when power error EP < -4% or E[t < 3% and

LEVAV < 0.70
9. For out drive, bank 1 shall be used when EP > -5%

10. For out drive, banks 1 and 2 shall be used when Ev ? -5% (the required symbol is not in
the BPR-6S, so it is not known when banks 1 and 2 should be used)

The Control Programs manual was checked for consistency with the BPR-6S. The following
discrepancies were found:

the BPR-6S, page 1 calls the absorber rods "CA1" to "CA4" while the Control Programs,
page 4-45, calls them "1" to "4"
Control Programs, Figure 4.1-16, does not match BPR-6S, Figure 1
Control Programs, Figure 4.1-17, does not match BPR-6S, Figure 2
BPR-6S, Figure 1, "Out Drive Required" decision block only has one path for "YES" and
none for "NO"

The code (FSTRRS and REQS1S) [Ref. 21] was examined next to see if any correlation can be
found between it and the Control Programs or BPR-6S. The code appears to follow the
description given in BPR-6S much more than in Control Programs. The following observations
about the code were made:

code is difficult to follow, due to some lines not being commented adequately
sample requirement 1, above, appears to be met by code on lines 1193 and 1194 of
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FSTRRS
sample requirement 2, above, appears to be met by the code on lines 1195 - 1199 of
FSTRRS

- page 5 of FSTRRS printout for LOEPA, H1EPA, EP2ABS (low, high, 2 bank drive E,.
limits, respectively) do not indicate what the power error values are in percent, as
indicated in the BPR-6S (sample requirements 3 - 5, S - 10, above, cannot be verified)
sample requirement 6, above, appears to be met by lines 12IS - 1225 of FSTRRS
sample requirement 7, above, appears to be met by lines 1231 - 1235 of FSTRRS;
however, the code sends an alarm message (ABSM2) when not enough shutoff rods are
out before bypassing the out drive logic (this is not stated in either the BPR-6S or Control
Programs)

- the RMAD module was found to access the additional variables ADRIVE, DIABSR,
DIAPOS, DISOR, ONEB1, which are not mentioned in the list of external variables
accessed in Control Programs, page 4-48.

In conclusion, only 4 out of the 10 software requirements is verified to have been met. The other
requirements cannot be verified due to inadequate commenting in the code and inconsistencies
in the design documents.
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APPENDIX C - SER ANALYSIS SUMMARY

The 30 Significant Event Reports (SERs) [Ref. 17] were analyzed and the results are presented
below. SER numbers in bold indicate that the SER directly involves the RRS Software in that
either the RRS Software caused or contributed to the incident or that the RRS Software can
possibly be improved to handle the conditions leading to the incident.

1. SER-82-9

Event Date: 82.01.30

Problem: Liquid Zone 6 drained rapidly causing a trip on SDS1 local overpower.

Cause: Patches in RRS Software caused problem - see SER-82-10.

Solution: Old patches were removed in RRS Software and new patch installed - see
SER-82-10.

Comments: This SER is closely related to SER-82-10 - see SER-S2-10.

2. SER-S2-10

Event Date: 82.01.30

Problem: The Liquid Zone Balance Header flooded resulting in a power increase and
a trip on SDS1 high neutron power. This problem occurred about 9 hours and
40 minutes after the event described in SER-82-9, above.

Cause: Patches (from PC 0934, PC 01182 and PC 01798) in RRS Software caused
problem.

Solution: Old patches were removed in RRS Software and new patch (from PC 2085)
was installed

Comments: The problem originated with the original patch from PC 0934, which
contained a logic error. About 9 months after PC 0934 was installed, PC
01182 was installed. The logic did not work as intended in PC 01182 due to
the logic error in the original patch. This was not noticed at the time. About
2 years later, PC 01798 was issued to make PC 01182 work as intended.
However, PC 01798 contained a logic error itself, in which the section patched
was entered by a "devious route" (as described in the SER Follow-up report).
Another 2 years passed before the SER incident occurred. The In-Service
Report for Revision 12 of the RRS [Ref. 22(e)| indicates that PC 2085 was
incorporated into the new version. This SER and SER-82-9 indicates a need
for more comprehensive testing of software changes. Ontario Hydro says that
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in 19S2, Bruce N.G.S. 'A' Station Instruction BGA-SI-2.2.25-5 and Operating
Manual 66400-5 were used for software change control. The Station
Instruction and Operating Manual were replaced by Bruce N.G.S. 'A' Station
Policy BGA-SP-2.2.025-9 and Bruce N.G.S. 'A' Station Procedure BGA-
STPR-2.2.25-1 in 1LW). The Operating Manual does call for simulator testing
of software changes (if it is deemed necessary), as does the Station Procedure
(if the change is not class 3). However, no results of the testing was available
for evaluation, so it is not known how much testing was carried out when the
patches were installed.

3. SER-K2-49

Event Date: 82.05.15

Problem:

Cause:

Solution:

Comments:

4. SER-82-67

West steam drum delta T positive danger limit was exceeded following the
inadvertent poison injection to the moderator.

The problem was attributed to "turbine unloading and excessive flow of cool
feed water". The Preheater Outlet Temperature Control (POTC) program was
suspected, but the SER Follow-up report stated the POTC worked properly.
Operator error in turning off fans also contributed to the problem.

No changes were made.

The POTC program and steam drum are not controlled by the RRS Software.

Event Date: X2.06.04

Problem:

Cause:

Solution:

Comments:

5. SER-83-46

Boiler level transients following a DCC 'X' restart resulted in a variety of
problems.

SER Follow-up report attributed this to operator actions taken.

A programmed alarm on low feedwater flow conditioned on reactor power
was suggested.

Boiler control is done by the Boiler Pressure Control (BPC) program, which
is not part of the RRS Software.

Event Date: S3.04.23



Problem:

Cause:

Solution:

Comments:

6. SER-84-8
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Erroneous high flux detector readings caused reactor setback.

Unknown.

None.

This SER involved the Flux Mapping Program, which is now obsolete. The
Flux Map Program is not part of the RRS Software.

Event Date: S4.01.05

Problem:

Cause:

Solution:

Comments:

Reactor power measured by heat balance method does not agree with indicated
reactor power.

Boiler feedwater flow measured by station instrumentation was found to be
high.

Data tables in DCC 'X' and 'Y' were modified to reflect correct calibration
for feedwater flow. Off-line computer program modified to include more data
in heat balance tape.

The SER and SER Follow-up report do not indicate which data tables were
modified or which software modules were modified. Available documentation
does not indicate whether any modifications were made to Revision 11 of the
RRS Software. This SER is not caused by an RRS Software failure, but is
due to incorrect calibration parameters for measuring feedwater flow.

7. SER-84-30

Event Date: 84.03.23

Problem: Analogue Output (A/O) board failure in DCC 'Y' caused liquid zone level
control valve to drain compartment #12 causing high-flux-tilt setback (DCC
'Y' was assuming control due to DCC 'X' stalling).

Cause: DCC 'X' stalling was attributed to bad connections on the board in CPU
chassis. No known cause of failure for A/O board in DCC 'Y\

Solution: Bad contacts on DCC 'X' apparently rectified. Defective A/O board was
replaced.

Comments: This is a hardware failure and is not related to RRS Software. (DCC 'X'
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stalling was not solved by actions taken in this SER, as indicated in
SER-84-31).

8. SER-84-31

Event Date: «S4.03.24

Problem:

Cause:

Solution:

Comments:

9. SER-84-46

Event Date:

DCC 'X' stall caused DCC 'Y' to assume control, causing a spurious closing
of the turbine emergency stop valves (ESVs) which lifted the Boiler Safety
Valves (BSVs) and set back the reactor, and other problems were encountered
as well.

Turbine trip / ESV closure not determined.

None.

This SER is not caused by RRS Software failure (available documentation
does not show the RRS controlling the ESVs).

84.09.22

Problem: Transient faults in Boiler Level Control system caused several stepbacks on
Boiler Low Level.

Cause:

Solution:

Comments:

10. SER-84-57

Insufficient mass inventory in drums when increased steam load was
demanded.

None.

This SER is related to the BLC area of control and is not caused by an RRS
Software failure.

Event Date: 84.06.10

Problem: Two loss of regulation incidents occurred when Zone 5 - 1 4 detector inputs
were lost to the RRS in DCC 'X'.

Cause: Hardware failure of Analogue Input (A/1) unity gain amplifier.

Solution: Faulty hardware was replaced. Several suggestions were made in the SER
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FoIIow-up report:

- tighten computer stall criteria to a single CHECK A/1 from present 2
- revise manual on CHECK program and actions to be taken (OM 66400)
- tighten spread check in RRS on input values between channels A and B flux

detectors

Comments: This SER was caused by a hardware failure, and not by an RRS Software
failure. The CHECK program is part of the Bruce Executive and checks
analogue and digital inputs and outputs every 2 seconds. The CHECK
program is not part of the RRS Software. The suggestion to tighten the
spread check in the RRS for flux detectors appears to have been implemented,
as indicated in the In-Service Report for Revision 12 of the RRS Software
[Ref. 22(e)] under PC 249 and patches 5495 and 5496. All flux detector
analogue inputs for Revision 13 of the RRS appear to be checked for
rationality via the Bruce Executive's Analogue Input Driver (AISYS) [Ref.
34].

11. SER-85-108

Event Date: 85.0S.23

Problem: Following DCC 'X' restart, moderator heat exchanger outlet temperature
increased rapidly until a complete SDS1 trip occurred on Booster Coolant
High Temperature.

Cause: SER Follow-up report attributed this to a possible "core blast" caused by
faulty Input/Output Buffered Interface Controller (IOBIC) and aggravated by
high computer room temperature.

Solution: The faulty IOBIC was replaced and computer room air conditioning was
improved.

Comments: This SER is caused by a hardware failure affecting the area controlled by the
Moderator Temperature Control (MTC) Program, which is not part of the RRS
Software. Although a "core blast" (i.e., core memory corruption) is impossible
to prove, it seems likely that a faulty IOBIC could inadvertently write into
parts of memory that it should not. The IOBIC has the ability to transfer data
from the I/O Bus ("E" Bus) directly to memory via Direct Memory Access
(DMA). Any malfunction of the IOBIC could cause memory to be altered.
Although the Varian employs memory protection, the protection feature will
not work in this case since it is meant to guard against improper software
program actions, not improper IOBIC actions. The possibility of core memory
going bad is not very likely in this case, since the Varian has parity checking
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in core memory (no parity error was indicated in the SER). High computer
room temperature is also not a very likely contributor to the "core blast", since
the Varian has a core memory high temperature alarm, which turns on the
ALARM light on the front panel (the SER does not indicate that this light was
on). This SER is somewhat related to SER-89-093, which also involves "core
blast".

12. SER-85-118

Event Date: 85.09.24

Problem: Following head crash on disk and subsequent disk rebuild, DCC 'X' restart
resulted in Moderator Temperature Control (MTC) setting booster coolant
temperature too high, causing stepback.

Cause: Patches in original program on disk were not included in the rebuild, causing
MTC setpoint to be too high.

Solution: Setpoint was corrected and operating procedures were revised.

Comments: This SER is caused by software change control problems in the MTC program
and is not an RRS Software problem.

13. SER-86-6

Event Date: 86.01.28

Problem: Oscillations in Class II power (120 Vac BUA) caused low boiler level
indications causing reactor stepback.

Cause: Water dripping on Class 11 inverters. Improper POTC alarm setpoints were
discovered as well.

Solution: Insulate ductwork over inverters. DCC 'X' and 'Y' POTC patches for all
units were checked to ensure proper alarm setpoints.

Comments: This SER did not involve an RRS Software failure.

14. SER-86-16

Event Date: 86.02.05

Problem: Unit 2 was unnecessarily derated by 0.5% - 2% over a 7 day period. NOP
trip setpoint and FINCH setback routine were underprotected by 1% for two
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24 hour periods.

Cause: Improper data entry into the SORO program.

Solution: SORO program changed to facilitate better checking of input values.

Comments: This is not an RRS Software issue.

15. SER-S6-55

Event Date: S6.04.29

Problem: RRS Zone 2A signal (AF2A circuit) was erratic and as its WIBA was being
shorted in DCC 'Y\ reactor power increased and a high Lin N stepback
occurred.

Cause: WIBA terminals were dirty.

Solution: WIBA terminals were replaced.

Comments: Assuming that the Zone 2A signal refers to the flux detector signal (available
documentation for this study does not show the hardware connections for the
AF2A circuit), the RRS would discard the 2A signal when it was shorted and
use the one good 2B signal for calculations. If the 2B signal was lower than
a good 2A signal, then the RRS would try to increase the reactor power. This
may cause the stepback, although there is insufficient information for this
study to prove this. The RRS Software perhaps should be changed to limit
or not allow power increases based on one good detector reading.

16. SER-87-69

Event Date: 87.09.06

Problem: Reactor setback on pressurizer high level when DCC 'X' restart was being
tested (on Unit 1).

Cause: Feedwater flow irrational when DCC 'X' was restarted.

Solution: Boiler Level Control (BLC) patched to use measured steam flow for feedwater
flow when feedwater irrational on restart.

Comments: The BLC is not part of the RRS Software.
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17. SER-S7-71

Event Date: S7.09.23

Problem: Same as in SER-87-69, above. Testing was being performed on DCC 'X' in
response to SER-87-69 (on Unit 1).

Cause: Same as in SER-87-69, above.

Solution: Same as in SER-87-69, above.

Comments: Same as in SER-87-69, above.

18. SER-87-72

Event Date: 87.09.24

Problem: Same as in SER-87-69 and SER-87-71, above (BLC patch), but on Unit 4.

Cause: Same as in SER-87-69, above. Also RRS alarm from RRSSLO was
discovered as being incorrectly generated during a DCC 'X' restart.

Solution: Same as in SER-87-69, above. RRS was apparently patched to fix alarm
problem by 88-02-01

Comments: Available documentation do not contain an In-Service Report for the
commissioning of Revision 13, so it cannot be confirmed that the RRS patch
was implemented. Ontario Hydro says this alarm problem has not been fixed
yet.

19. SER-87-75

Event Date: 87.10.02

Problem: Reactor setback occurred on FINCH High Power.

Cause: SER Follow-up report attributed this to recent refuelling, high CPPF and high
power operation in normal mode. Automatic hourly calibration that would
have happened 6 minutes after this incident occurred would have prevented
the setback from happening in the first place.

Solution: None (SER says setback was legitimate).

Comments: This is not an RRS Software failure. It appears that this is more of a process
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problem, i.e., perhaps calibration could be done earlier whenever refuelling has
occurred (it is outside the scope of this study to address this issue).

20. SER-87-79

Event Date: 87.10.10

Problem: After maintenance, restarting the unit revealed DCC 'X' and 'Y' RRS failures.

Cause: Neutron Flux Monitoring Assembly Detector from NFN413 was left
disconnected from the RRS amplifier, channels A and B.

Solution: Connector was reconnected.

Comments: This incident was not caused by an RRS Software failure. A maintenance
problem was the cause.

21. SER-88-y

Event Date: 88.01.28

Problem: DCC 'X' stalled twice.

22.

Cause: Fixed head disk reaching end of mechanical lifespan.

Solution: Replaced fixed head disk with solid state device.

Comments: This is not an RRS Software failure.

SER-88-080

Event Date: 88.07.15

Problem: Turbine and reactor trips, DCC 'X' stall when Class II 120 Vac BUA was
lost. Steam line breaks were also discovered.

Cause: Phase difference between inverters IN1A/IN2A was found and current limit
setting on inverter IN2A was too low. Steam line breakage caused by
improper mounting of valves.

Solution: Inverter 1N2A current limit was set to proper value, inverters were
synchronized, valves were mounted properly.

Comments: This is not an RRS Software issue.
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23. SER-S9-011

Event Date: 89.02.09

Problem: SDS1 trip occurred during HT P-Trip testing.

Cause: Operator data entry into core locations incorrect.

Solution: P-Trip modified to not allow inputting information directly into core.
Information now input via keyboard.

Comments: This is not an RRS Software issue.

24. SER-89-30

Event Date: 89.03.18

Problem: Bank 1 of shut off rods dropped into core while performing Single Channel
Trip Test on channel E. During booster recovery, 2 control absorber rods
drove in while two boosters were descending.

Cause: Incorrect setting of PH1 for Single Channel Trip Test. Control absorber rods
and booster insertion at same time could be an RRS design problem (the RRS
behaved correctly, as designed, in this case).

Solution: Operating Manual 60040 was revised.

Comments: The RRS Software behaved as designed in this incident, however, the design
may be incorrect in allowing both the control absorber and booster rods to be
inserted simultaneously. Further study will be required to determine if the
RRS design was incorrect - however, this is outside the scope of this study.
No SER Follow-up report was found for this SER.

25. SER-89-093

Event Date: 89.09.04

Problem: With reactor in guaranteed shutdown state, it was discovered that the reactor
power limits P,H and PM) in DCC 'X' was set to incorrect values without
human intervention.

Cause: This incident was attributed to "core blast" due to the failure of an I/O device
connected to the Varian computer's E-Bus. High computer room temperature
was cited as a contributing factor.
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Solution: Provide software protection against inadvertently saving corrupt Savcor Buffer
data. Provide additional air conditioning to DCC computer rooms.

Comments: This incident was caused by hardware failure and not by an RRS Software
failure. This SER is similar to SER-85-10S, where the failure of an I/O
device connected to the Varian computer E-Bus caused a "core blast" - see
SER-N5-108 for more information. The Savcor Program is not part of the
RRS Software.

26. SER-90-009

Event Date: 90.02.10

Problem: With the reactor in shutdown state, erroneous alarms from the Bruce
Executive were observed.

Cause: Poor electrical contact on the DCC I/O expansion chassis.

Solution: Operating Manual 66400 revised to include alarms from the Bruce Executive.
I/O connectors were cleaned.

Comments: This SER is not an RRS Software issue.

27. SER-90-067

Event Date: 90.06.20

Problem: While a grid technician was simulating load rejection conditions on the
associated output breakers, the unit went into a poison prevent mode. This
included a reactor power stepback, a fast generator speeder runback and
vapour locking problems with CE pumps, DA level control problems and RRS
power indicated by DCC 'X' remained unchanged at 79% (actual power was
53%).

Cause: The SER Follow-up report indicated the Turbine-Generator runback operated
correctly, as designed. The RRS manual power setpoint was not updated by
the RRS during this condition, but this was correct behaviour for the RRS, as
coded, but not as designed.

Solution: EWRs were issued to examine the Turbine-Generator runback problem, EWR
#141459 issued to examine the effect of RRS checking for occurrence of trip
or setback prior to checking for actual vs. demand power.

Comments: This incident was not caused by an RRS Software failure. However, the RRS
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problem discovered may indicate an incorrect implementation of the design
specifications.

28. SER-91-099

Event Date: 91.09.16

Problem: Boiler level upset occurred when BLC program was restored to DCC 'X'
following maintenance of DCC 'X'.

Cause: Power to the Analogue Outputs (A/Os) 200-217 inadvertently switched off
during maintenance.

Solution: SER Follow-up report suggested investigating having the BLC fail on bad
A/Os, and that it be possible to monitor control parameters before DCC 'X'
is allowed to take control.

Comments: This is not an RRS Software failure. Available documentation does not
indicate whether the monitoring of control parameters was ever implemented.

29. SER-91-102

Event Date: 91.10.05

Problem: Major programs (including RRS) failed in DCC 'X', but did not stall
computer. Operator accidentally reset DCC 'Y', causing rapid power decrease
and SDS1 reactor trip on low pressurizer level, and stepback to follow.

Cause: Loss of RRS in DCC 'X' and restarting DCC 'Y' while it was in control led
to loss of control signal to liquid zone control valves causing flooding of
liquid zones (this is part of the fail-safe design).

Solution: None.

Comments: No reason was given for why major programs in DCC 'X' failed in the first
place (presumably it was due to scanner failure, but this was not mentioned
at all in the SER Follow-up report). As the RRS Software was not the only
program that failed in DCC 'X', it appears likely that the RRS Software was
not the cause of the failure. The NGD Human Performance Worksheet in the
SER indicated that restart of DCC 'Y' happens "relatively frequently". It is
beyond the .scope of this report, but further investigation is suggested to
determine why restarting DCC 'Y' is such a frequent occurrence (i.e.,
hardware or software problem?)
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30. SKR-92-II0

Event Date: 92.11.15

Problem: During unit startup from over-poisoned guaranteed shutdown state (OPGSS),
normalization procedure on Channel A vertical ion chamber caused a stepback
followed by an SDS1 trip on absolute log N power. The trip was reset, and
Wibas shorted/pulled. Normalization was tried again and stepbacks occurred.
When stepbacks cleared, reactor power started to rise rapidly causing an SDS1
trip on absolute log N.

Cause: SER Follow-up report says hardware fault in channel B vertical ion chamber
amplifier, maintenance on Channel A vertical ion chamber, and patched out
rationality check on ion chamber signals in RRS Software which was left in
too long all contributed to the cause.

Solution: The SER Follow-up report says the Operating Manual 09110 was revised to
prevent resetting any neutronic trip without approval of the duty manager and
also to add a step to not reset trip on log rate stepback. Control maintenance
procedures for normalization of ion chamber amplifiers revised to include
explicit instructions to short and pull WIBA terminals. Regulating panel SST
being developed to identify fault mode and high/low failures or drifting
signals. Failed diode in amplifier board sent for analysis. Proposed corrective
actions include revision to BGA-STPR-2.2.25 to handle software patches,
produce a schedule for the development of a permanent solution to the
problem of RRS failure in the OPGSS, revise Operating Manuals 60040 and
63716 to include explicit instructions on timing of installation and removal of
the RRS ion chamber rationality check patch (interim measure until permanent
solution is implemented).

Comments: It is not good practice to temporarily modify the RRS Software online via
patches. The modified version of the software can behave in an unpredictable
and unsafe manner, as demonstrated by this SER incident. Only software that
has been thoroughly tested should be used for controlling the reactor (even
though the patch is applied to a data table, the patched version can be
considered to be an entirely new version, which should be tested separately
before being used for control purposes). This portion of the RRS Software
should be redesigned so that it can handle the special startup conditions, thus
making the patching unnecessary (the median select logic of the RRS Software
depends on the rationality check being performed - without this rationality
check, the median select logic cannot function properly).



APPENDIX I)
APPENDIX I) - CYCLOMATIC COMPLEXITY

Cyelomatie complexity is defined as the measure of the structural complexity of a coded module.
During software development, this measure can be used to limit the complexity of a module,
thereby promoting understandability of the module. This measure can also be used in software
maintenance to evaluate the complexity of a module before and after a change.

According to McCabe [Ref. 37], a cyclomatic complexity of less than 10 for a module is
desirable. A cyclomatic complexity of less than 20 is acceptable in some industries.

Cyclomatic complexity can be calculated from detailed design documentation on the software
modules if the documentation shows all the logical paths that are taken in the corresponding code
or cyclomatic complexity can be calculated using the code itself. In this study, the code was
used to calculate cyclomatic complexity since no detailed design documentation on the software
modules was found.

In calculating cyclomatic complexity, the following definitions are used:

node - defined as a statement or bloc- of sequential statements

edge - defined as the flow of control between nodes

To calculate cyclomatic complexity, a flowgraph showing all the nodes and interconnecting edges
is created based on the software module. Next, the flowgraph is made into a "strongly
connected graph" by adding an edge between the entry and exit nodes. The total number of
nodes and edges is counted up and the cyclomatic complexity is found by this formula [Ref. 37]:

V(G) = E - N + 2

where:

V(G) is the cyclomatic complexity of the flowgraph

E is the total number of edges in the flowgraph

N is the total number of nodes in the flowgraph



APPENDIX E
APPENDIX E - OVERVIEW OF THE RRS DESIGN

I. Desi'mi Manuals

All the design manuals listed in the Reference section of this report were reviewed and a brief
summary of the content of the manuals and the relationship to the design of RRS Software is
given below. Figure E-l shows the hierarchy of the design manuals. The Control Programs
document [Ref. 12] is not officially part of the package of design manuals listed in Reactor
Regulating System-General [Ref. 2 and 22(g)| (called "RRS-General" in Figure E-l for brevity),
but in reality seems "'t under the Reactor Regulating System - General manual.

The training and operating manuals in the Reference section of this report were also reviewed
(these are not discussed in detail because they do not contain any specific RRS Software design
information).

Bruce-A Generating Station, Design Manual,Overall Plant Control, 21-60040 [Ref. 1]

This design manual describes the overall plant operation and has program rules for the Unit
Power Regulator. No specific information related to the software of the RRS is contained
in this manual.

Bruce Generating Station -Design Manual - Reactor Regulating System - General, 21-
63710.1 [Ref. 22(g)]

This design manual lists some general system requirements and has a general description of
the functions of the RRS. Tables in the manual specify equipment requirements and certain
operating limits and conditions. Appendix I of the manual describes the testing of the
stepback and setback functions. Appendix II contains the Bruce Program Rules (BPR), which
specifies the requirements and logic for the software components of the RRS. The BPRs are
working documents from which the computer control programs are prepared. Ontario Hydro
says this manual, with the exception of Appendix II, is not updated and is only used for
general background information. The BPRs in Appendix II are stand-alone documents and
arc kept up-to-date. The BPRs are used to validate the software. The BPRs are separated
into a specification document (i.e., BPR-xS) which specifies the equations and logical
decisions to be made, and a description document (i.e., BPR-xD) which explains some of the
reasons behind the equations and logic contained in the specification document.
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The following BPRs are relevant to the RRS:

BPR REV DATE TITLE

BPR-1S 15 AUG 1989 Reactor Power Measurement and Calibration
BPR-ID 14 AUG 1989
BPR-2S 14A DEC 1991 Reactor Power Setpoint Calculation
BPR-2D 13 DEC 1985
BPR-3S 14 SEP 1987 Light Water Absorber
BPR-3D 14 AUG 1987 " " Absorbers
BPR-4S 16 AUG 1990 Reactor Power Setbacks
BPR-4D 15 AUG 1990
BPR-5S 12A OCT 1982 Boosters
BPR-5D 12 OCT 1982
BPR-6S 6 AUG 1977 Mechanical Control Absorbers
BPR-6D 5 AUG 1975
BPR-9S ? AUG 1974 Shutoff Rod Withdrawal
BPR-9D not available
BPR-12S 12A OCT 1982 Reactor Power Stepbacks
BPR-12D 12A OCT 1982

As can be seen from the above list, the specification and description for BPR-3 is not named
consistently. Also, there is no revision number found for BPR-9S. BPR-9D does not appear
to exist. A brief description of each set of BPR follows:

BPR-IS, BPR-1D: This BPR set describes the rules for how to measure the various reactor
powers. The 3 ion chambers' signals, 28 incore flux detectors' signals, 22 fully instrumented
coolant channel signals, 22 FINCH nominal channel powers and zone thermal powers are
used to calculate 7 Zone Thermal Powers, 14 Linear Zone Flux Powers, Log Reactor Flux
Power, Reactor Log Rate, Reactor Thermal Power, and Linear Reactor Flux Power. Many
equations and rules for data manipulation, such as averaging and filtering, are described by
this BPR. Separate sections in BPR-IS describe the rules for the "fast" and "slow" routines
that implement this BPR.

BPR-2S, BPR-2D: This BPR set describes the rules for calculating the reactor Demand
Power Setpoint used for controlling the reactor power. Three different modes are described
(NORMAL, ALTERNATE, SETBACK) and depending upon which mode is currently in use,
the Demand Power Setpoint is calculated accordingly. In the NORMAL mode, the boiler
pressure control program determines the setpoint. In the ALTERNATE mode, the setpoint
is determined by operator keyboard entry. The SETBACK mode overrides both NORMAL
and ALTERNATE modes, and rumps the reactor power down in response to abnormal
conditions. Many software and hardware inputs are utilized by this BPR and the outputs
include the initiation of gadolinium poison, Reactor Power Error used for control, and the
Demand Power, Demand Rate, etc. Many equations which calculate the various values based
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on the mode are described in BPR-2S. BPR-2S contains separate sections for describing the
rules for the "fast" and "slow" routines that implement this BPR.

BPR-3S, BPR-3D: This BPR set describes the rules for controlling the light water levels for
the 14 light water zone control absorbers. The BPR takes many hardware and software inputs
(e.g., 14 light water levels, Reactor Neutron Power, etc.) and calculates values for valve lift
for control and display. Many equations are described in BPR-3S. BPR-3S contains separate
sections for describing the "fast" and "slow" routines that implement this BPR.

BPR-4S, BPR-4D: This BPR set describes the rules for the reactor power setback. Nine
setback conditions are specified. Many hardware and software inputs (e.g., surge tank level,
boiler pressure, Linear Reactor Flux Power, etc.) are used to determine if a setback is
required. Outputs are the setback flag, setback rate and signal for surge tank level less than
0.35m.

BPR-5S, BPR-5D: This BPR set describes the rules for the automatic insertion and
withdrawal of booster rods, monitoring coolant temperature, booster position, and interlock
status. Many rules are described to specify when and under what conditions the boosters are
driven in and out. Page 5, 2.7.1 of BPR-5S is missing a sentence to indicate that conditions
(a) to (g) will stop and inhibit all IN drive - this sentence was present in Revision 10 of BPR-
5S [Ref. 22(f)]. Also, the list of software inputs in BPR-5S lists the Reactor Power Error,
Ep as coming from BPR-6, which is wrong since Ep comes from BPR-2. Many hardware and
software inputs (e.g., 16 booster positions, reactor stepback status, etc.) are used in this BPR
to produce the output of 16 booster IN/OUT drives, booster coolant outlet temperature, etc.

BPR-6S, BPR-6D: This BPR set describes the rules for when the control absorber rods are
to be driven in and out of the reactor. Hardware and software inputs used by this BPR
include 4 absorber positions, 4 absorber full in and full out digital inputs, auto/manual
contact, shut off rod interlock status, average light water level and Reactor Power Error. The
output from this BPR are control signals for 4 absorber IN and OUT drives, alarm window
for Absorbers on Manual, and absorber and booster speed. The List of Symbols for BPR-6S
lists "V", the Booster and Absorber Speed, which is not mentioned anywhere else in BPR-6S.

BPR-9S: This BPR describes the various rules for shutoff rod withdrawal. Hardware inputs
to this BPR include positions for 30 Shutoff Rods, banks #1 and #2 fully out, etc. Software
inputs to this BPR is the reactor tripped indicator. The output from this BPR include the out
drive for banks #1 and #2, alarm windows, and shutoff rod interlock status. The current
revision of BPR-9S is not known (no revision number is found anywhere in the document).
No description document (BPR-9D) was found.

BPR-12S, BPR-12I): This BPR set describes the rules for stepback on various conditions
such as reactor trips, turbine trips, HT pump trip, HT pressure high, low boiler level, high
reactor power rate, etc. Many analogue and digital inputs are read to drive a variety of
digital outputs. No software interaction between this BPR and any other RRS BPR is listed,
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which contradicts BPR-2S (apparently, BPR-2S gets the "stcpback called for" indicator from
this BPR).

Design Manual, Liciuid Zone Control System Process, Bruce Generating Station 'A', DM-21-
63710-2A (34810) [Ref. 3]

This manual describes the hardware components of the Liquid Zone Control System. There
is no specific information related to the RRS software.

Design Manual - Bruce Generating Station 'A' Liquid Zone Control -Instrumentation DM-21-
63710-2C (63480) [Ref. 4]

This manual describes mostly the hardware design of ihe Liciuid Zone Control system. There
is a list of alarm messages for the Liquid Zone Control system. About half of the manual
is a bill of materials list. Table lb lists some RRS alarms; however, the documentation
appears out of date (the text of the first four alarms listed in the table have been shortened
in the current Revision 13 of the RRS code [Ref. 21, SLORRS.ISS]).

Bruce Generating Station - Design Manual - Booster Rods and Controls 21-63710.3 [Ref. 5]

This manual describes the hardware design of the Booster Rods system. There is no specific
information related to the RRS software.

Bruce Generating Station, Design Manual, Control Absorber Rods and Controls, 21-63710.4
[Ref. 6]

This manual describes the hardware design of the Control Absorber Rods system. There is
no specific information related to the RRS software.

Bruce Nuclear Generating Station 'A' - Design Manual -Reactor Regulating System - Part
5, Ion Chambers and Amplifiers. DM-21-63710.5 [Ref. 7]

This manual contains information about the hardware design of the Ion Chambers and
Amplifiers. There is no specific information related to the RRS software.

Bruce Nuclear Generating Station 'A' - Design Manual -Reactor Regulating System - Part
6. In-Core Flux Monitors and Amplifiers. DM-21-63710.6 [Ref. 8]

This manual contains information about the hardware design of the In-Core Flux Monitors.
There is no specific information related to ihe RRS software.

Design Manual, Reactor Regulating System - Part 7, Start-up Instrumentation, Bruce Nuclear
Generating Station 'A'. DM-21-63710.7 Revision 2 [Ref. 9]
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This manual contains information about the hardware design of the Start-up Instrumentation.
There is no specific information related to the RRS software.

Bruce Generating Station, Design Manual, Thermal Measurements, 21-63710.8 [Ref. 10]

This manual describes the hardware needed to perform thermal measurements. There is no
specific information related to the RRS software.

Bruce Generating Station, Design Manual, Computer System Hardware, 21-66400 [Ref. 11 ]

This manual describes the computer hardware for the RRS. It describes 5 groups of programs
that execute at different rates; the information contained in this section is somewhat outdated
- the Flux Mapping program is listed but is no longer used in the RRS.

Bruce Generating Station, Design Manual, Control Programs, 21-66700.1 [Ref. 12]

This manual describes the design of the RRS, stepback monitor, boiler pressure control, unit
power regulator, flux mapping, moderator temperature control, turbine run-up, turbine
monitor, and pressurizer heaters control software modules. This appears to be the detailed
design manual for the RRS software, and for the other control programs. The design
information appears to be derived from the Reactor Regulating System - General, Appendix
II, Bruce Program Rules, above. Ontario Hydro says this manual is only used for background
information as it is no longer kept up-to-date.

Bruce Generating Station, Design Manual. Computer System Executive and Common
Routines, 21-66500 [Ref. 34]

This manual describes the operation of the executive used in the Varian computer. The
manual contains a description of the common routines which the RRS Software uses.

Bruce Generating Station, Design Manual. CRT Man-Machine Communications System. 21-
66700.4 [Ref. 35]

This manual describes both the hardware and software that goes into the displays used. No
specific RRS Software design information is contained in this manual.

2. RRS Software Overview

The RRS is divided into eight functional units corresponding to each of the BPRs contained in
the RRS - General [Ref. 22(g)] document. Figure f£-2 shows each of the functional units and the
shared software variables between each unit, as described by the BPRs. Several discrepancies
were found in the BPR-xS input/output tables:

BPR-12S does not indicate any outputs, but BPR-2S indicates that it gets the stepback
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callecl for indicator from BPR-12S, which contradicts BPR-12S.
- BPR-5S states that it gets the Reactor Power Error, E,,, from BPR-6S. However, BPR-6S

does not list E,, as an output. E,, is in fact an output from BPR-2S (Figure E-2 has been
drawn to reflect E,, coming from BPR-2).
BPR-4S does not list a symbol for input Reactor Demand Power from BPR-2S. The
symbol should be Pr,UJtj, as listed in BPR-2S. However, BPR-2S describes PI)UHi as being
used only for display, which contradicts BPR-4S (Figure E-2 has been drawn to reflect
P1)L0(i from BPR-2).

The code for the RRS Software consists of several software routines which are executed at
different rates of frequency as shown in Figure E-3. The Stepback Monitor operates
independently from the main RRS routines, but does utilize some of the code in the RRS and is
therefore included as part of the RRS Software. Figure E-3 represents the current state of the
RRS Software; the design manuals do not fully reflect the state of the code - specific examples
will be given in the following sections of this report.

2.1 Fast Routines

There are essentially two main parts to the RRS - a "fast" portion which executes a series of
routines at 0.5 second intervals and a "slow" portion which executes another series of routines
at 2 second intervals. The Stepback Monitor executes at 0.25 second intervals.

Referring to Figure E-3, the fast routines begin with the "RFML" module (this is the name used
in the Design Manual, Control Programs 21-66700.1 [Ref. 12] or Control Programs for short, but
the code (FSTRRS [Ref. 21]) does not use this name - the entry is simply named "CODE"). The
RFML is the mainline routine which is responsible for setting up some housekeeping items like
checking that the slow mainline routine "RSML" is running, clearing the stepback flag,
initializing the digital output data area, and setting the stepback and reactor tripped flags. After
performing the housekeeping, RFML then proceeds to execute a series of routines contained in
a table named "RFTABL""(the routines are AOCHK, RPM1, RSP1, RLW1, RMAD, and
RFEX1T). After the last routine is executed, control is transferred back to the executive. RFML
is described in Control Programs, section 4.1.4.
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The "AOCHK" routine is the second routine executed by RFML. This routine is not documented
in the Control Programs manual (AOCHK for the fast portion is functionally not the same as the
AOCHK routine for the slow portion). From the code (FSTRRS [Ref. IS]), it appears that this
routine compares a series of values and stores the difference between the expected and actual
values for later comparison in the slow routines. A rationality check is done on the calculated
difference values before they are stored. It is not entirely clear what the purpose of the routine
is and what use the values have.

The third routine executed in the fast RRS is the "RPM1" routine which is responsible for
performing the power measurement and calculation for the RRS. The power measurement and
calculation functions are divided into two portions, with part of the functionality contained in
RPM1 and the other part in the slow routine "RPM2". The design of RPM1 is described in
Control Programs, section 4.1.6, Operational Flowsheet, DWG. NO. NK21-OP-1234-63710-
DWG-0002 [Ref. 22(a)| and Reactor Regulating System - General, Appendix II, BPR-1S and
BPR-1D [Ref. 2 and 22(g)]. It is not known if the code actually reflects the design in the
documents (it is outside the scope of this study to determine this). Ontario Hydro says the
Operational Flowsheets are used as a coarse overview and training aid. The Operational
Flowsheets are kept up-to-date.

The fourth fast routine, "RSP1", is responsible for calculating the reactor power setpoint. RSP1
performs part of the calculation, while the slow routine "RSP2" performs the rest. The design
of RSP1 is described in Control Programs, section 4.1.7, Operational Flowsheet, DWG. NO.
NK21 -OP-1234-63710-DWG-0003 [Ref. 22] and Reactor Regulating System - General, Appendix
II, BPR-2S and BPR-2D. It is not known if the code actually reflects the design in the
documents (it is outside the scope of this study to determine this).

The fifth fast routine, "RLWl", is responsible for the control of the reactor's light water
absorbers. The light water absorber control function is split into the fast RLWl routine and its
slow counterpart, "RLW2". The design of RLWl is described in Control Programs, section
4.1.10, Operational Flowsheet, DWG. NO. NK21 -OP-1234-63710-DWG-0004 [Ref. 22(a)] and
Reactor Regulating System - General, Appendix II, BPR-3S and BPR-3D. It is not known if the
code actually reflects the design in the documents (it is outside the scope of this study to
determine this).

The sixth fast routine, "RMAD", is responsible for controlling the operation of the absorber rods.
There is no slow routine for absorber rods control (although RMAD does calculate the booster
speed value "BASPID" for use in slow routine "RBST"). The design of RMAD is described in
Control Prourams. section 4.1.9, Operational Flowsheet, DWG. NO. NK21-OP-1234-63710-
DWG-0005 [Ref. 22(a)] and Reactor Regulating System - General, Appendix II, BPR-6S and
BPR-6D.

As part of the evaluation of the design manuals, the BPR-6S was taken as a representative sample
of a typical BPR and traced to the Control Programs manual and then to the code. The code
appears to match the design documents in most a>'c:>s, however, there are some omissions (BPR-
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6S specification is incomplete) and discrepancies (Control Programs does not match BPR-6S or
the code) - see Appendix B of this report for more details.

The last routine executed in the fast RRS is "RFEX1T". RFEX1T performs some additional
housekeeping like resetting the "fail" counter and closing selected digital outputs. RFEX1T is
really part of the mainline, but its invocation is through an entry in the fast RRS routines table,
RFTABL. RFEXIT exits to the executive. The design of RFEX1T is described in Control
Programs, section 4.1.4. It is not entirely clear that the code actually matches the description in
the design document. There appears to be some more processing in the code (like sending out
an alarm message and partly opening the liquid zone valves) which is not described in the design
document. There does not appear to be any other design document which describes the detail
design of RFEXIT.

2.2 Slow Routines

The slow RRS routines begin with "RSML", the slow mainline. The RSML (this is the name
used in the Control Programs, but the code (SLORRS [Ref. 21]) does not use this name - the
entry is simply named "CODE") begins by performing some housekeeping activities. The
housekeeping activities include copying initial condition values from an overlay buffer to low
core, initializing buffer areas, reading some digital inputs, and then some calculations are done;
it is not clear what the calculations are used for, as they are not described in the design
document. Next, RSML executes the routines contained in the table "RSTABL" (they are
AOCHK, RPM2, GETSBC, RSEB, GETMSH, RSP2, RSOR, RBST, RLW2, MSHGOT, and
RSEXIT). RSML is described in Control Programs, section 4.1.4.

The second slow routine, "AOCHK", is responsible for ensuring that the fast program is running,
checking analogue output tolerances and generating alarm messages. AOCHK is not executed
the first time through the slow routines. This routine is not functionally the same as the similarly
named AOCHK routine used in the fast RRS. The slow AOCHK is described in Control
Programs, section 4.1.4.2.2. On a general level, the code appears to be what is described in the
design document.

The third slow routine executed is "RPM2", which is responsible for performing the power
measurement and calculation for the RRS. The power measurement and calculation functions
are divided into two portions, with part of the functionality contained in RPM2 and the other part
in the fast routine "RPM1 ". The design of RPM2 is described in Control Programs, section 4.1.6,
Operational Flowsheet, DWG. NO. NK21-OP-1234-63710-DWG-00()y [Ref. 22(a)] and Reactor
Regulating System - General, Appendix II, BPR-1S and BPR-1D.

The fourth routine executed is "GETSBC", which is responsible for bringing in the setback
routine code as an overlay on top of RPM2. This routine is not documented in Control
Programs, although it executes from the same table (RSTABL) as some of the other routines
which are documented in the design manual.
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The fifth routine executed is "RSEB", the setback monitor. It is responsible for controlling the
reactor power setback function. The design of RSEB is described in Control Programs, section
4.1.12, Operational Flowsheet, DWG. NO. NK21 -OP-!234-63710-DWG-0006 [Ref. 22(a)| and
Reactor Regulating System - General, Appendix II, BPR-4S and BPR-4D. It is not known if the
code actually reflects the design in the documents (it is outside the scope of this study to
determine this).

The sixth routine executed is "GETMSH", which is responsible for bringing in some message
handling routines as an overlay on RPM2 (and presumably RSEB, since RSEB was an overlay
on RPM2). GETMSH is not described in Control Programs, although it executes from the same
table (RSTABL) as some of the other routines which are documented in the design manual.

The seventh routine executed is "RSP2", which is responsible for calculating the reactor power
setpoint. RSP2 performs part of the calculation, while the fast routine "RSP1 " performs the rest.
The design of RSP2 is described in Control Programs, section 4.1.7, Operational Flowsheet,
DWG. NO. NK21 -OP-1234-63710-DWG-0003 [Ref. 22(a)] and Reactor Regulating System -
General, Appendix II, BPR-2S and BPR-2D. It is not known if the code actually reflects the
design in the documents (it is outside the scope of this study to determine this).

The eighth routine is "RSOR" (also called "RSOR" in Control Programs, section 4.1.1.3) is
responsible for controlling the shutoff rods withdrawal. The design of RSOR is described in
Control Programs, section 4.1.13, Operational Flowsheet, DWG. NO. NK21-OP-63710-DWG-#8
[Ref. 22(a)] and Reactor Regulating System - General, Appendix II, BPR-9S. It is not known
if the code actually reflects the design in the documents (it is outside the scope of this study to
determine this).

The ninth routine executed is "RBST", the booster control program. The design of RBST is
described in Control Programs, section 4.1.8, Operational Flowsheet, DWG. NO. NK21-OP-1234-
63710-DWG-0005 [Ref. 22(a)] and Reactor Regulating System - General, Appendix II, BPR-5S
and BPR-5D. It is not known if the code actually reflects the design in the documents (it is
outside the scope of this study to determine this).

The tenth routine executed is "RLW2", which is responsible for the control of the reactor's light
water absorbers. The light water absorber control function is split into the slow RLW2 routine
and its fast counterpart, "RLW1 ". The design of RLW2 is described in Control Programs, section
4.1.10, Operational Flowsheet, DWG. NO. NK21 -OP-1234-63710-DWG-0004 [Ref. 22(a)] and
Reactor Regulating System - General, Appendix II, BPR-3S and BPR-3D. It is not known if the
code actually reflects the design in the documents (it is outside the scope of this study to
determine this).

The eleventh routine executed is "MSHGOT", which is responsible for checking the "completion
of the parallel transfer". The routine is not documented in Control Programs, although it executes
from the same table (RSTABL) as some of the other routines which are documented in the
design manual. The purpose of this routine is unclear.
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The last routine in the slow RRS is "RSEX1T". This routine is really part of the RSML mainline,
although it is invoked via an entry in the RSTABL table. The routine performs some
housekeeping items like clearing some bits, turning on the fast program and opening some digital
outputs. The routine is described in Control Programs, section 4.1.4.2.2. It is not clear whether
the code actually matches the design document - the comments in the code seem to indicate that
on a very general level, the code matches the design document. However, there are not enough
comments in the code nor enough details in the design document to decide whether there is a
correlation.

The Stepback Monitor is responsible for the reactor stepback control. The Stepback Monitor is
described in Control Programs, section 4.2, Operational Flowsheet, DWG. NO. NK21-OP-1234-
63710-DWG-0007 [Ref. 22(a)] and Reactor Regulating System - General, Appendix II, BPR-12S
and BPR-12D. It is not known if the code actually reflects the design in the documents (it is
outside the scope of this study to determine this).


